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ABSTRACT

A little boy named Armaghaan grows in a fictional tribal village Kashmala along the
border of Afghanistan and Pakistan during the seventies and eighties. His father Roshaan Khan
and mother Shandana are living together in a conflicted marriage. Their desires and needs are
at odds with each other, and their children suffer at the cost. Armaghaan observes his parents
and elders, explores the physical environment of Kashmala and tries to grapple with his
circumstances.
The story of Armaghaan’s childhood and adolescence plays in the backdrop of the
USSR-Afghan War. Though the war itself doesn’t become the focus of the narrative, its
repercussions do impact the characters in the novel. Apart from that, the story explores themes
of domestic violence, sexual and physical abuse, patriarchy, and the essential human struggle
to survive and make a sense of the contradictions between personal desires and social norms.
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CHAPTER ONE

Early in the morning, little Armaghaan walked aimlessly within the mud house. A silent
ghost. Without shalwar and barefoot. He peeked into the drab kitchen, dyed all over with soot
and smelling of burnt bread and spices. A couple of sparrows, which had made their nests in
the kitchen’s high, thatched roof, were jumping from one plate to another, chirping excitedly,
and pecking breadcrumbs. When Armaghaan emerged behind the dwarfish, fourth wall of the
kitchen, they flew away towards the apricot tree in the middle of the house. All the birds in the
house, be it sparrows, mynas, or hens, recognized Armaghaan by face as he tried almost every
day, without the stealth and tricks of a cat, to hold them with bare hands.
In the kitchen, clay and aluminum utensils were lying ramshackle on the earthen floor,
tainted with a thin memory of curry oil and yogurt from last night. A black kettle with a gooselike neck was lying turned over; the spilled tea had made a damp map around it. Armaghaan
turned it up and looked inside as he craved tea but there were only wet leaves sticking to the
dark bottom of the kettle. He cupped out the soggy leaves within his little fist and put them in
his mouth. He stopped chewing them for a moment as he heard his mother, Shandana, talking
and looked outside around the edge of the dwarf, the fourth wall as if playing hide and seek. In
front of the kitchen, a black rooster dropped its wing and tried to mount Armaghaan’s yellow
hen - his grandma, Zarmeena, had gifted it to him when he was weaned from his mother’s milk.
Armaghaan jumped over the copulating fowls and frightened them apart. The rooster left
behind white little drops on the ground.
He loitered under the apricot tree in the courtyard, curving away from his grandma’s
bed by a few yards. She spent her summer days, laying in a charpoy, playing her radio, and
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taking naps in between. The apricot above held a canopy of green leaves and raw apricots so
dense that the sunlight had to wait for autumn before caressing the floor beneath. Armaghaan
chewed a fallen, green apricot and he found it tart. He went blinking and spitting towards his
mother’s room. Armaghaan lingered close to the clay wall of his mother’s room, listening for
a while, and unconcerned that he chalked up his back against the wall. He remembered the
baby-sparrow from early morning, which he had chased earlier to the dark, lumber-room. He
walked away towards the lumber-room again.
Inside the lumber-room, the corner close to the door was filled with wood, piled on top
of each other in lazy confusion, and was guarded by wheat-colored lizards, creeping on the
walls with the indolence of old, wrinkled men. The room had a heart big enough to hold old
blankets and clothes - which were inhabited by hardworking mice - torn shoes, dented and
broken utensils along with huge white sacks, swelling with wheat - without complaint.
Shandana often cursed the children and rebuked them against playing in the lumberroom lest the rats and snakes bite them. Armaghaan’s aunt, Reshama, had told her daughter
Zarsanga and other little girls from the neighborhood that before their grandfather Salar Khan
raised the high mud walls of the house, the land was cornered by harsh wilderness, strewn with
ditches and wells in which snakes, porcupines, and other monsters lived. Although Armaghaan
had not seen a snake before, Zarsanga was convinced of the lazy serpent, who sat atop the
wheat sacks at night, gazing at the door with the patience of a face engraved in stone, and
slithered away into its dark rat-hole with the cock-a-doodle-doo.
Armaghaan entered the lumber-room with hesitant steps and looked for the squeaking
baby-sparrow, which ran under the fire logs earlier. He crouched on the dusty floor and looked
through the crevices between the timbers. He pushed a little wood with his hand and asked the
confused pile of wood,
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“Where are you?”
But he saw nothing move, save the shadows, and heard a few crickets stopping their
rasping and then, continuing in abandon. He left out quickly, without looking towards the dark
corner of the room, refusing the black tongue of the serpent to clutch at his feet.
******
Armaghaan picked and chewed alfalfa sprigs which fell behind Zarsanga, who was
carrying a huge dupatta-wrapped bundle of alfalfa above her head. She held the bundle with
one hand and carried a sickle in another. She was Armaghaan’s eldest cousin, older by a few
years only, and the daughter of Reshama.
As Armaghaan walked behind her, she heard him but couldn’t turn around due to the
bundle and asked while looking straight ahead,
“Who is walking behind me?”
“Thief,” Armaghaan said.
He had learned the word when Zarsanga played hide and seek with him and other kids.
She laughed and he followed her along until she reached the closed space of the cattle shade in
the corner of the house, where the stripped, black and white cow was lying prostrate, and a
myna was sitting on its back with one leg. As Armaghaan and Zarsanga came closer, the myna
flew away, whistling, towards the high mud-wall and the cow stood up with the sight of
Zarsanga and green grass. Armaghaan had seen before that whenever his mother or Zarsanga
came close to the cattle shade, the cow stood up. Armaghaan chewed the alfalfa strands while
Zarsanga put down the bundle, holding the scythe still in her hands, and sat atop of the bundle
lazily but jumped back as a green thorn from within the bundle pricked her hips. She rubbed
her back and put the scythe on the peg nailed into the mud wall near the wooden door. She
looked at him, walking around naked with soiled feet.
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“Where is your shalwar?” Zarsanga asked.
Armaghaan scratched his head only and looked the other way as if he didn’t hear or
want to hear. She came close and cleaned his snot with her dupatta and pulled his cheeks to
make him smile but pushed himself away. She laughed and asked him to wear his shalwar if
he does not want to get beaten by his mother again, but he walked away.
Armaghaan returned to his mother’s room again with the tread of a thief, vainly trying
to be invisible, his little mouth colored green with Alfalfa. He scratched his crotch as he went
close to the wooden door and heard his mother talking to Hajerra: his younger sister, who was
born one winter before. Armaghaan had hardly started crawling, his knees frayed often against
the rough ground as he dragged himself and crawled around the house, when Shandana vomited
again, and she ballooned within a few moons as if someone was puffing into her belly each
night. As Shandana was still green in body and slender across her hips, her mother, Baraam ,
asked her to wean Armaghaan from milk. She rubbed red pepper over her breasts for a few
nights, and Armaghaan cried and squealed every time his lips touched the bitter nipples and his
mother’s room resounded with his wailing even when he calmed down for a while. Sometimes,
he turned blue from screaming, his mouth wide open but sound muted; his whining losing its
way inside and precipitating as ash in his chest. Other times, his howling echoed throughout
the mud house and annoyed his father, Roshaan Khan, who slept either in the guest rooms or
stayed with one of his dozen friends in the Kashmala Village.
Soon, Armaghaan started drinking the cow’s milk, heated, and sweetened, but Roshaan
slipped away further, and Shandana felt his disenchantment. Shandana didn’t understand and,
overwhelmed by her characteristic shyness, took care of the household chores by working all
day long, and expected passively that her husband would find his way back to her hearth. She
was disappointed many times but couldn’t voice anything and Reshama, her sister-in-law,
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convinced her that her marriage would slowly blossom and that the children’s affection would
tether Roshaan to the house and melt the silence gradually into love, but her wishes like
sweetened bread hardened across months and turned rock hard. The affection she had wished
for and imagined seemed distant still even after giving birth to her second child, and the shame
of it nibbled on her desires, prodding her painfully.
******
Shandana heard Armaghaan scratching the wall with a stone near the door and asked
him to come in.
“Sit with the girl after I have fed her. I have to wash the utensils,” Shandana said.
As he entered the room, naked, Shandana shouted at him,
“Where is your shalwar?”
The shouting terrified Hajerra and she whimpered momentarily, but Shandana started
swinging her crossed legs and fixed Hajerra’s tiny mouth on the nipple again. He barely lifted
his hand and pointed towards the garden, looking at Hajerra sucking at his mother’s little breast
with closed eyes and then at the earthen floor.
“I asked you not to leave it outside?” She asked.
His lower lip hanged low, and he was about to cry.
“Bring your shalwar. You are an old man, but you cannot wear it on your own,” she
said.
Armaghaan left the room swiftly. Outside, he went through the wooden door into the
garden, blinking his eyes awkwardly. He saw a baby frog hopping away, while he scratched
his itchy bottom. He picked a stone and threw it at the frog but missed it. The baby frog
disappeared in the shrubs beside the trash heap near the garden door, where the family women
dumped the garbage and dung. He came around to his blue shalwar on which a hen had vomited
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from behind. He was about to finger the hen shit but restrained as he had already suffered
severe beatings from his mother before for playing with the dirt. He went back to his mother’s
room and found her singing to Hajerra and swaddling her across the limbs and trunk. Shandana
covered Hajerra’s little head with a tiny cap, which was embroidered with red and yellow
tapestry and a few small mirror pieces, and put her in the hammock hanging down from the
thatched roof.
He showed her that the shalwar was dirty and she went with a furrowed forehead to
bring another from the grey box in the alcove. She asked Armaghaan to chase away all the hens
from the courtyard. Armaghaan went out again and ran naked and barefoot after the hens. The
hens were not scared of him as they swerved around him without running out through the
wooden door. He returned to his mother, who was collecting dirty utensils from the kitchen,
and told her,
“They would not go out.”
Armaghaan pushed Hajerra’s hammock gently, where he slept once and stared at her
pale little face. After a while, his mother returned to her room with a husk broom.
“Did you rub your buttocks on the ground?” Shandana asked Armaghaan.
He shook his head and then, put his feet in turns inside the shalwar held by his mother.
She turned away her head, saying
“Your mouth smells so bad.”
She cautioned him not to go towards the water pond in the garden and the lumber room
but stay with Hajerra lest hens come to peck her.
******
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Shandana returned to the water trench, where she had brought her utensils earlier, and
squatted on a stone close to the water trench. She cupped grey mud out of the trench, and its
bottom got roiled up, leaving a cloud of brown water, which the flow washed away soon. She
rubbed the mud against the utensils, while Reshama washed her hands in the flowing waters,
leaving her clothes in the tray, and sat close to Shandana on the ground.
Reshama had been married for ten years but the beauty of her face didn’t wane, not
even after bearing two alive and two dead children. She loved talking and knew all the little
and big scuffles between families throughout the village with unbelievable details that bedroom
walls and pillows alone could eavesdrop on. She knew about the love pangs and selflacerations, which infected the young boys and girls and divined those marriages, which were
falling apart. She befriended both young and old women across the village and sent them fruits
and vegetables every summer, which her mother supplied. More than that, Shandana and other
women of her age often wondered how Reshama harnessed her husband, although she spent
hours on the water trench or the Godar Stream.
“Did you hear the screaming in the morning?” She asked Shandana.
“Na, what happened again?” Shandana said. Reshama gave off a little chuckle.
“Banota had come begging for flour. She was telling me that they sent Samrina to her
father’s home again…”
“Why?”
Shandana stopped scratching the dried curry from a plate. Samrina was her cousin who
was married to a wealthy young man, who sold and bought apple gardens each year.
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“She abused her mother-in-law and told her that she used to meet young men in her
garden when she was still a maid. Her mother-in-law poured a boiling water pot over her head
in anger,” Reshama said.
She stared at Shandana’s face, seeing worry blending with the ripples of red on her
cheeks.
“How cruel they are,” Shandana stopped rubbing the plate.
“Last time, her husband shaved her head, and now this. I told her brothers to beat the
husband and let him know that she was not an orphan and a fool for his mother’s play,”
Shandana said and scrubbed away the dry yogurt from her plate a little more vehemently.
“But she should not have taunted her mother-in-law. Nobody does it like this,” Reshama
said.
“All husbands are not docile like yours,” Shandana said.
“My husband can be cruel, too. I was telling you. Banota came after he went to the
garden to water the fields. She was still sitting with me when he came back from the garden
and saw her. He screamed at us both. She ran through the main gate in her torn clothes without
flour and I sneaked away into the cattle shade,” Reshama stuck out her tongue and laughed as
she often did.
“Is he not going to the bazaar?” Shandana asked.
“Yes, he is changing his clothes,” Reshama replied.
“Is my daughter crying?” Shandana asked as she stopped scrubbing to listen better.
“It is my lamb in the garden. I have tied her away from her mother,” Reshama said.
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There followed a few moments of silence, filled with the sound of flowing water and sparrows
chirping on the wall.
“Did you hear jackals howling last night?” Shandana asked.
******
After his mother went to the water trench, Armaghaan left Hajerra sleeping and went
out to the garden. He walked to the sand heap beside the pond and sat on its shoulder and picked
out handfuls of sand to make a hole in the dune. While he was preoccupied with his cave,
cupping sand out, a monarch flew past by him. He ran after it towards the grape pines, but it
flew high above the garden wall. Armaghaan returned, pulled down his shalwar, and pissed
into the cave, seeing his waters make bubbles first and then, cut a way down the sand-heap like
rainwaters in soft clay. From the kitchen, he brought himself a milk-tainted mug that his mother
had forgotten and started taking a bath on the brink of the pond, spilling slimy, stagnant water
over his head.
He sat in the sun to warm himself a good while, fingering his nose, and scratching lines
with a stone on his brown feet. After the sunlight had dried his clothes, he went to the back of
the house, where a door opened up towards the guestrooms and ran after his yellow hen. He
cornered it close to the pomegranate plant in the guestrooms, closed on it, but he could not
catch the hen as it escaped between his feet.
Armaghaan returned to his mother’s room, where Shandana and Reshama were talking
to the young Hajerra and Sohraab making them smile. He went inside the room, still timidly,
and cut himself a little portion of bread from the tortillero and ate it silently. While Shandana
fed her daughter, Reshama recalled how much trouble and noise Armaghaan caused when he
was weaned from the milk and then asked him if he still desired his mother’s milk. Armaghaan
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was stupefied momentarily and didn’t understand what she asked except the milk and stuck his
head further down in his lap, biting away chips of bread.
“O! The poor brat is ashamed. Weren’t you crying for the nipple a few days ago, and
now you think you are a grown-up man? See, how disloyal men are,” Reshama
chuckled.
Shandana knew that Reshama was talking about her husband Roshaan, but she let it go,
like those casual, veiled taunts with which they pricked each other now and then. Roshaan
hadn’t come home for weeks as he stayed in his lumber market and often went hunting with
his friends in the mountains.
Soon Armaghaan left the room after drinking water from the earthen pitcher with the
tin glass and led his yellow hen after himself with breadcrumbs to the garden. In the garden,
Reshama’s baby-goat was still screaming with its heart’s pull. Armaghaan took out his clothes
and took a bath again. He walked to the fence wall’s shadow and cut grass for the goat. He cut
his hand with a dry thorn and out came a tiny bubble of red blood. He thumbed the tiny scratch
and held the grass to the lamb’s nose. The little lamb would not eat it and pull its tied neck
towards its mother’s covered udders. Then, three fierce gunshots were fired on the raw track
beyond the garden. They echoed with a cracking, metallic sound through the barren, grey
mountains rising against Kashmala village and provoked the house sparrows and mynas to fly.
Little Armaghaan stopped feeding grass to the white baby-goat when he heard the gun shots.
He ran up along the wheat field, naked and barefoot, across the sodden turf and then, the trash
heap, stirring up a swarm of flies in his wake from the sliced, over-ripe watermelon, which was
discarded last night.
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He entered the mud house through the wooden door and hid behind it against the wall
like his cousin, Zarsanga, did when she played hide and seek with the kids from the
neighborhood. He was shocked as he had never heard the whipping sound of a gunshot before.
He was still clutching the tuft of grass in his hand not knowing why. A few moments passed
and he peed against the back of the door and nothing else happened, save the sparrows
screeched in the giant apricot tree, which stood in the middle of the courtyard inside the mud
house. Armaghaan looked towards the charpoy in the shade of the apricot tree, where
Zarmeena, his grandmother, was laying asleep. The white baby-goat in the garden resumed its
bleating while pulling its tethered neck towards the covered udders of the horned, white goat.
Armaghaan let the grass fall from his hands and fingered the spider's dusty webs, which
spread against the wall behind the wooden door. In his feet, Armaghaan saw a dotted, red
ladybird walk out of the grass leaves and before he could squat to hold it between his fingers,
a young man holding a Kalashnikov in one hand ran in limping from the garden through the
same door behind which Armaghaan was hiding and rushed into the lumber-room as if
someone was awaiting him there urgently. Armaghaan drew back further behind the door,
feeling the rough wall against his buttocks and his heart beating fast against his chest.
Meanwhile, the sparrows kept flying back and forth between the apricot tree and the nested
crevices in the high mud walls, which fortified the house. The white baby-goat continued
whining and a grey hen came out clucking from the scoop near the cattle shade.
Armaghaan heard the women laughing in Reshama’s mud room and he sprinted there
across the courtyard. As he entered the room, his mother, Shandana looked up first, and asked
him,
“Where is your shalwar?”
“A man,” he said and pointed to the lumber-room with his index finger.
11

“Wait, I will clothe him,” Zarsanga said, putting the thread ball beside his mother,
Reshama.
“What man?” Reshama asked.
“Daaz daaz … a man,” Armaghaan imitated the gunshots and pointed towards the
lumber-room again. Both Reshama and Shandana got up as they had heard the shots and could
guess that the gun was fired close by.
******
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CHAPTER TWO

Sangeen was hiding amidst the tall clumps of pampas grass which grew along the edge
of the Godar stream and separated the rough, trodden path going into Kashmala from the moist,
sandy hems of the stream below the Grey Mountains. Although it was not very hot as the sun
stared down at Kashmala with the warm gaze of a mother, sitting there for a good while
between the prickly blades of pampas grass and thinking again and again about killing Azam
khan, Sangeen sweated profusely under his armpits and wished if he could stalk Azam Khan
some other day as he had difficulty stomaching the ripples of anxiety. He scratched his scarfcovered face and hands, held his gun loaded and cocked, and looked between the blades at the
path on which people returned to Kashmala Village from Wana Bazar on foot. Sangeen waited
there, wondering why his anger and agony over his father’s murderer disappeared when he
needed it most to keep his trembling feet cemented and his heart convinced.
Sangeen kept looking around - both at the stream and the rough road and once in a while
at the path which went up in zigzag fashion across the Grey Mountains that stood behind
Kashmala in a condescending fashion. Through the blades of pampas grass, he saw a bearded
man wearing a yellow turban and carrying a gun on his shoulder. He left the main path and
went towards the stream across the pampas grass. Sangeen’s heart trembled as if an invisible
hand reached out into his chest and squeezed it and he wished that it wasn’t Azam Khan but
someone else because he didn’t feel that he could kill him that day. He waited and saw him
approach close towards the stream from where Sangeen could recognize his features. He saw
that it was Azam Khan.
Something within him gave him the jolt that he wished for and he walked out of the
pampas grass with the certain gait of a dog with its ears raised. He reached behind Azam khan,
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while holding his gun tight and pointed until Azam turned around after hearing the scrapping
of footsteps amid the churning sound of stream water. waiting to see his face more clearly
although he knew that it was Azam Khan. His palms were cupped and filled with water and his
mustache was wet with droplets as he looked behind. Their stares collided, and before Azam
could take down his gun from his shoulder, Sangeen pushed the trigger and fired several shots
into his back and he fell forward into the water stream without uttering anything; his blood
began blending with the flowing water and disappeared its red hue with the flow of water.
Sangeen stood there, watching him laying there like a slaughtered cow in the stream and all he
could feel was his heightened heartbeat until he heard voices of several men from distance and
warning gunshots that sounded coming from the rough mud road.
Sangeen knew that Azam Khan was often accompanied by his gun-toting brothers, and
he ran in the opposite direction on the mud road, his anxiety kicking in fiercely as if a frightened
horse had been unfastened inside him. Knowing that Azam lived in Kashmala, and he could be
followed by his brothers or sons anywhere and he knew how far he could run, a scenario that
he had played a dozen times in his head over the previous weeks, he ran up along the path. He
heard a few more shots and then threw his gun over the fence wall into the garden of Roshaan.
The next moment, he jumped towards the wall, dragged himself up, and jumped on the other
side without looking back. He bruised his hands and abraded them on the broken glass in the
wall and ran across the wheat field towards the wooden door that could be seen from the tail
of the garden. He avoided the water-strewn plots, while running on the thin, dry ridges between
them, crossed the baby-goat bleating and stretching its neck, ran across the trash heap, entered
the house, and ran into the nearest room.
******
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After washing utensils and feeding Hajerra, Shandana closed the door after her sleeping
baby and came to Reshama’s room to embroider a pillow cover. Shandana and Reshama sat on
a mat woven out of screw-pine leaves, while Zarsanga stood in the middle of the room, rolling
the thread into a ball, whose one end she had knotted to the window latch, and she held the
other. Reshama was cleaning tiny pebbles and maggots from the rice. Little Sohraab was
sleeping beside the bed with one of his feet tied to a charpoy because he had begun walking
and there was no way to hold him from chewing everything and falling over and over.
Reshama was telling Shandana that the wandering woman, Banota, read Zarsanga’s
hand and predicted that she would bear eleven sons and three daughters. Shandana laughed and
Zarsanga, annoyed, said that she would leave the room and her mother cautioned her that they
were just joking, and she need not cry like a baby. Zarsanga sulked but kept on rolling the
string ball. Then, they heard gunshots and all three of them straightened up like threatened
rabbits in a grass field.
“The shoots felt like they were fired into a wall or within a room,” Shandana said.
“Yes, they had a muffled sound. God knows where my husband is right now. He does
not get so late?” Reshama said.
Shandana looked through the window and saw Zarmeena laying in her bed.
“She will not wake up even if somebody beats a drum above her bed,” Reshama said.
“I told you that I heard jackals howling last night. My mother used to say that jackals f
foresee deaths and howl to intimate people beforehand,” Shandana said.
“Is this true? How do they know?” Zarsanga asked.
The women talked about jackals and the deaths and murders in recent memory and how
the wind uprooted more than a dozen trees around the village on the night when Salar Khan,
15

Zarsanga’s grandfather, fell down the mountain and it was still a mystery if somebody pushed
him down from the Grey Mountains or the wind threw him off. While they were still talking
about Salar Khan and his adventures, Armaghaan slammed open the door, naked and terrified,
and told the women that there was a man and pointed towards the lumber-room.
“Who is the man?”
Reshama asked as both women stood up arranging dupattas on their heads and
Shandana left her hoop on the mat after tucking the needles in.
“My daughter,” Shandana exclaimed.
“The shots were fired a little before. Does he have a gun?” Reshama asked.
Shandana hastened to her room, Armaghaan running behind her, and pointing towards
the lumber-room, which stood innocently at the bottom of the house, close to the garden door.
Zarsanga lingered with Zarmeena’s charpoy, seeing if she was sleeping despite the sparrows
chirping overhead in the dense, apricot tree. Shandana found Hajerra awake and looking up at
the roof from the hammock, raising her feet although she had left her swaddled. She had
squirmed her legs free and shook her legs that were clasped in bracelets decorated with colorful
seed beads and mini bracelets. Reshama trailed after Shandana, frightened, and asked her if she
could pee first. She returned soon and told Shandana if they should leave the house and go to
the neighbors.
“We can’t leave the household to this man,” Shandana said and asked her son again
what he saw.
The two women went together and woke up Zarmeena. She raised herself in the
charpoy, shaking off her dreams in which she indulged more and more with each passing week.
They told her in whispers about the firing and the man hiding in the lumber-room. She asked
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where her foolish sons were gone. She tried to get up from the charpoy, but Shandana held her,
asking that she should stay in the bed as the man might overrun her and hurt her.
“What if he came out and grabbed us?” Reshama asked, imagining the worst for herself.
“I will go and talk to this man,” Zarmeena said.
Reshama asked Zarsanga in whispers to go and look after Sohraab if he woke up.
Zarmeena went close to the lumber-room, soaked in silence. She picked up the shovel covered
with crispy, white mud and kept the handle tight to keep her courage together, and approached
the door with the hesitation with which one walks through a street choked by a panting dog.
“O man, what do you want?” Zarmeena asked, addressing the lizards in the lumberroom. There was a creaking sound as if some creature moved the wood, followed by a gentle
moan that didn’t threaten.
“I avenged my father. For God’s sake, give me asylum,” The young man said.
“Come out then and leave your gun inside,” Zarmeena asked, suddenly excited by what
was happening.
Before the avenger, a baby-sparrow emerged, running out through the door, which
Armaghaan saw, too, while standing close behind, holding on to Reshama’s clothes. One of its
feathers was broken, and it ran sideways, tumbling and flying, towards the clay bricks stacked
in the other corner of the house. The parent-sparrows, which were flying back and forth from
the Apricot tree to the Mud walls and the rooms since morning, shrieked and came down, vainly
trying to make the baby sparrow fly.
Armaghaan ran after the bird and Sangeen came out, holding his hand firmly on his
bloodied thigh, which was brushed by a glass piece while he jumped over the high, fence wall.
Zarmeena, seeing that the man was a mere teenager, tousled his hair affectionately and asked
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him not to fear, looking him in the eyes, while he kept looking down, shy of being found among
three stranger women.
The women escorted Sangeen to Zarmeena’s room; Shandana carried his gun slung
around her left shoulder. Sangeen hopped on the wounded leg, his shalwar was torn and maroon
drops of blood trickled from his shoes onto the soil. His white clothes were tainted here and
there with dry soil, and blood across the shalwar. Reshama whispered to Shandana how he
could climb a seven-foot fence wall without any ladder or a tree from the outside. Shandana
noticed that despite the run and the jump across the garden wall, the young man had kept his
black pakol on his head as if it was stuck to his hair.
Reshama gave him cold water from the pitcher to drink and Shandana tied his wounded
leg with a white shred torn from an old Shalwar of her husband. Embarrassed, the young man
kept looking down, rubbed his chest now and then, and asked about the men of the family again
and again. Shandana called him “brother” and asked him not to fret and promised that he would
be protected and escorted to his home without a scratch. Zarmeena returned to her charpoy and
asked Shandana to melt some butterfat and mix it with yogurt and feed it to the young man.
“He just killed a man. His heart will burst from the passion,” Zarmeena said, as she
went down in her charpoy again, unbothered, and stared at the green sky of leaves and raw
apricots above her head.
Armaghaan couldn’t catch the baby sparrow as it jumped between his hands and went
behind the bricks. He returned to his mother’s room, stood beside the door, and stared at
Sangeen – his swarthy young face looking pale as if he had been fasting for a fortnight.
“Did you fire the gun?” Armaghaan asked.
Sangeen looked up from the pewter from which he drank the butterfat as if inhaling for
the first time that he had killed a man. Shandana held Armaghaan by his hand, lifted him and
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placed him out of the room like a dirty utensil that didn’t belong to the room, and asked him to
go out to the garden. Zarsanga saw him making a face and laughed,
“You are still naked. Come, let me clothe you,” She dragged Armaghaan behind herself
to his mother’s room.
“I will not go,” Armaghaan said. Shandana looked at him, surprised, but then he went
along Zarsanga, nonetheless.
Armaghaan, clothed in blue, walked towards the clay bricks again, circling away from
the grandma’s charpoy, who had dozed off again. A hen stood at the end of the charpoy and
flapped its wings. Armaghaan saw his mother asking Zarsanga to go and bolt up the main gate
and the garden door lest people come looking for the young avenger. Then, both Shandana and
Reshama came to Zarmeena’s charpoy under the apricot tree and sat on the ground, whispering
to each other what the mother of the young man would be going through then.
“Why are men so cruel? Could they not kill?” Reshama said, her face looking more
beautiful despite her worry.
“Didn’t Sharifa bury her brother-in-law alive in the well and told no one? Women can
be cruel too,” Shandana said.
“Who could convince scorpions not to bite?” Zarmeena said, her face covered in her
dupatta.
She was listening to them. As they sat there, Shandana kept wishing for her husband’s
return, but she didn’t tell anyone that she was scared and wanted him to come home and console
her. Reshama went to prepare a meal for Sangeen although he had told them that he couldn’t
eat.
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There was knocking at the main gate that went on for a while before Armaghaan ran to the
gate, expecting his uncle’s return. Zarsanga called after him to ask the name first. Armaghaan
looked back and said,
“Says that it is Marjaan.” Zarsanga followed him and asked once more from behind the
door before unclasping the door for Marjan.
Gul Marjaan, Roshaan’s unmarried cousin and friend, was coming back from their
fields, when he heard the firing, and came running through the village graveyard. Near
Shereen’s broken house, he encountered Janan, the shepherd, under the mulberry trees, who
told him that a young boy killed a man and climbed onto Roshaan’s garden with his gun.
Zarsanga escorted Marjaan to Zarmeena’s room, where Sangeen was sitting, looking into his
lap and terrified to the very fabric of his soul. As Marjan escorted Sangeen to the guestrooms
at the back of the house, Armaghaan saw a white hen pecking the baby sparrow near the brick
stacks. He ran after the baby sparrow and captured it at last and took it out to the garden.
Armaghaan tried to make it drink by pushing its beak into the water. The sparrow would
not drink water but shake its head and try to free itself. Armaghaan could feel the thin tremor
of the sparrow’s heart beating against his palm. He flung the bird into the air with both hands,
hoping it might fly, but it went across the garden wall with its broken wing, falling and flying,
into Mazareen’s garden.
As the sun began going down, Armaghaan had to go again and again to open up the
door for the relatives that heard about the revenge murder and the refugee in Roshaan’s house.
His father came late, wearing a red peony stuck behind his ear, and went straight to the guest
rooms. Armaghaan followed him with excitement and told him about the baby sparrow, while
his father pretended interest in his story. In the guestrooms, Marjaan and other cousins, both
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old and young were sitting with Sangeen on a red carpet and had their backs supported by fluffy
pillows.
Armaghaan stood behind the wooden window, which was not taller than him, and saw
his father enter the room and greet everyone individually, hugging them, and asking about their
health. He reassured Sangeen and told him that he met his uncle in Wana Bazaar.
“We will accompany you to your village tonight. Look at these young men. What are
they for? You do not have to suffer anything”, Roshaan said with a laugh and left.
When he came out of the crowded guestroom, he saw his son, Armaghaan, peeking
through the window inside, observing the men talking and laughing, and he lifted him into his
lap,
“Son, what are you doing here?” Roshaan asked, tickling his chest and armpits as he
carried him home.
“Do not tickle me. I saw the man first,” Armaghaan said as he wriggled and laughed in
his father’s lap. He asked Armaghaan to go to the garden and unfasten the white goat.
Armaghaan brought the goat, holding it by its tether, and freed the baby-goat, too,
which ran along and tried again and again to suck the goat’s covered teats. Roshaan put aside
his grey pakol on the little walnut plant, which he planted only last year, and started digging a
trench close to the clay bricks for fire. The young girls from the neighboring families scurried
around, talking in excitement, washing utensils, and sifting flour and rice for the feast.
Armaghaan didn’t know what his father was going to do with the goat. Roshaan asked
Shandana to wash the cauldrons and send flour to the neighboring houses to make tortillas. She
came close and asked Roshaan to come to their room and change clothes first, but he
understood and refused. She wanted to ask him not to leave with the young man and let Zarbaat
and the other men walk him to his home.
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“Why did you bring the baby-goat too?” Roshaan said, looking at his son.
Reshama held the baby-goat by its tether and walked it away towards the cattle shade,
while it squealed. Roshaan cut the rope from the goat’s neck with a knife, lifted it, and forced
it to lay on one side, while Shandana held its legs firmly. Armaghaan stood beside the little
walnut plant, looking at his parents and the butcher knife running to and fro across the goat’s
neck until red blood squirted from its throat and the dying goat bleated for the last time.
Armaghaan winced back as the scream rang past his heart and cried but he kept looking at it,
the blood making a trail, which slowly turned from red to carmine. Roshaan led him away,
consoling him, and telling him that the meat would taste delicious. Although he wasn’t
convinced and consoled, he forced himself not to cry but his lower lip kept hanging. Once the
goat stopped bleeding, Reshama hanged it from a lower branch of the apricot tree, unsheathed
its skin with bare hands as the body was still warm enough, and then cut it into small pieces
with long knives and small axes. Armaghaan went close to his mother who was peeling onions
with a crying face, wondering why they slaughtered the goat but she turned him away, telling
him that the onions would bring tears to his eyes.
He went and sat beside Zarsanga, who among other girls, was playing with Hajerra and
Sohraab, while their mothers cut vegetables and meat and put huge pots on fire for cooking
pilaf and curry. Occasionally, he looked back at Reshama, who was almost finished cutting the
goat into very small pieces. By then the door knocked again and Armaghaan went running to
open it and saw his uncle Zarbaat enter with three Kalashnikovs slung on his shoulders.
“Here comes the most wicked man of the village,” Marjaan said, making fun of his
cousin.
Everybody laughed except Zarbaat Khan, who asked if the pilaf had been put on fire
and if sufficient cumin seeds were added along with red pepper and other spices.
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******
By the time the sun went behind the Camel Mountains, the women had already prepared
the feast and sent the trays filled with pilaf and meat to the guestrooms, where the family men
shared the meal with Sangeen. Shandana was tired, her feet aching but relieved that once the
food trays and plates are returned, she would eat her meal and cook two cups of dhoodpati Tea
for herself. She sat with Reshama in the kitchen and asked her if Zarbaat was going to escort
Sangeen. She hadn’t given up yet on trying to stop her husband from going away in the night
across the mountains. Reshama said that she had already asked him not to take a step out of the
house at night because who knows if the brothers of the dead man attacked them at night with
guns. At that moment, a girl began crying and Shandana stood, came out of the kitchen, and
asked Zarsanga if someone hurt her child. Zarsanga told her that she was fine and the girl cried
because Sohraab bit her finger after she put it in his mouth.
“I told you first that he bites but you didn’t listen,” I told her not to do that, but she
wouldn’t listen. Shandana asked the girls from the neighboring families to come and eat pilaf
and then leave for their homes as their mothers would be worrying about them. Reshama
complained about Sohraab and how he bit her nipple so often as he had started growing tooth.
Zarmeena came out of her room with the tray and empty plates and told Shandana and
Reshama how Zarsanga loved children. Shandana agreed and told her how a week ago,
Zarsanga had approached her early in the morning before anybody had eaten breakfast, saying,
“Will you let me have Hajerra? I will look after her.” Then, she added, “She will sleep
with me, and she will never cry,” Zarsanga had told her.
Shandana said she told her mother that she asked her for Hajerra. Later on, Reshama
asked Zarsanga about how she would feed Hajerra,
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“You do not have breasts of your own yet?” Zarsanga was perplexed for a moment,
wondering she hadn’t thought that through.
The following day, when she brought alfalfa for the cow, she told Shandana, “I can feed
Hajerra the cow’s milk. Will you let me have her?”
Zarmeena loved the story and told them that Hajerra seems docile and hardly ever cries
but Sohraab never gets tired of crawling and crying. Reshama didn’t say anything about her
son as she felt protective of her children at such moments although she complained about them
on her own time whenever she wanted to.
Late at night, after the feast had been eaten, Shandana found that Armaghaan had fallen
asleep on a grass mate near the kitchen. She lifted him in her lap, saying how heavy had he
grown, and by the time she put him at the tail of her bed, he had woken up. She stroked a
matchstick to the lamp, hanging from a peg in the clay well, and sat down with crisscrossed
legs to feed Hajerra. Armaghaan asked for water first and then, Shandana told him that his
father had to go and escort the young man to his home. He dozed off again, until a little later,
a gun was brushed into the air in the neighborhood. Armaghaan woke up with a scream and
went close to her mother who was sitting there still, feeding Hajerra. Both the mother and son
were terrified and Zarbaat Khan came a little later, knocking on the door and told Shandana
from the outside that Mazareen got his youngest son engaged and the firing was done in
celebration. When he left, Armaghaan asked,
“How does a person die? Like the goat?” He remembered vividly the slaughter of the
goat from the afternoon.
His mother laughed and said, “No.”
“Then, how?”
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“The man who was killed today will be buried in a grave,” Shandana told him how they
dig a grave, place the dead body inside, and then cover it with clay and rubble. Armaghaan
went silent and Shandana kept thinking about her husband. She blew away the lantern’s flame
and perfect darkness spread everywhere in the room.
“Did you feel terrified today?” Shandana asked Armaghaan, who was laying at her feet
in the bed.
He shook his head in the darkness, but his mother assumed that he must have slept. He
thought about himself being put in the grave, the dark room, and rubble was thrown from above.
He felt suffocated, unable to scream for help, as he saw himself covered under the soil, and
wished that his mother would accompany him if he died. He wasn’t sure if his mother would
come along with him if he died or stay back to look after Hajerra.
******
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CHAPTER THREE

Out in the courtyard, a cat that scavenged for food in the evening was biting the bones
thrown away by the neighborhood children after they had eaten pilaf to their fill. A gentle wind
blew through the apricot tree. The laughter of the men in the guestroom could be heard in the
middle of the courtyard. Roshaan asked them once more to hurry up as the moon had already
appeared above the Grey Mountains and they couldn’t delay any longer. He noticed that though
everyone else was laughing in that room, Sangeen forced a smile now and then to pretend that
he was participating in their humor and fun.
After the muazzin called for the Night Prayer, a cool silence spread through the village,
which was disturbed occasionally by the barking dogs and the croaking frogs in the ponds and
marshes. Roshaan, Marjaan, and a few other cousins took Kalashnikovs on their shoulders and
left along with Sangeen for Khaisora Village, where Sangeen lived with his family. Before they
had come out of Kashmala, a few gunshots were fired although they were not close and
Sangeen ran down the rough road in a panic. Roshaan yelled after him and asked him where
he was running. Soon Roshaan and others caught up with him and told him that the shots were
far away and were fired into the air.
“Families with feuds fire at night randomly to caution their enemies. Do not be afraid.
Nobody is following us,” Roshaan said.
They avoided the familiar tracks and went through the gardens, low hills, and
wilderness under a half-moon. Close to the mountains, the jackals howled too and guarded the
night with their inhibited screams though usually, they stayed away from the villages during
the daytime as people hunted them because they stole fowls and scared the cattle. Roshaan
asked Sangeen about his father and how did he got killed. Sangeen told them that his father
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worked with Azam Khan in Wana Bazar. The two had built together with a Fruit Market from
where they sent apples and plums in trucks to Lahore and Rawalpindi. A few years ago, they
had some losses and they fought with each other, but the workers present at the time separated
them. Later in the evening, Sangeen’s father was killed and though in the beginning, Azam
Khan refused to take the responsibility, he eventually admitted to it and even bragged that there
was no brave man in Mehsud Tribe who could come from Khaisora and take revenge for the
murder.
“But you did,” Marjaan laughed.
“I had to,” Sangeen said.
Early in the morning, while the sky retained its dark purple hue, the men, drenched in
morning dew, reached Sangeen’s house. They ate breakfast with butterfat and bread followed
by sweetened milk. Sangeen’s uncle spread beds for them in the garden as the family didn’t
have any guestroom and the men rested until noon in the beds spread under apple trees. When
they were about to leave, Sangeen’s mother unclasped her five-month pregnant cow and
insisted Roshaan on taking it to his home. Roshaan addressed her as ‘mother’ out of respect
and told her that they brought her son for the fear of God and any Pashtun would have felt
obliged to do the right thing.
******
Roshaan Khan was sitting with his mother on the charpoy under the apricot tree, eating
ripe apricots plucked from the same tree. She asked him not to throw the seeds away on the
ground and gather them in the same utensil from which they picked their apricots.
“I will ask your wife to break them for you,” Zarmeena said.
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Roshaan called on Zarsanga who was brooming the verandah in front of her mother’s
rooms and asked her to bring Armaghaan and tell him that they were going to climb the
mountains.
Roshaan was wearing white clothes as usual and a brown Pakol cap on his head. On
both of his hands, he was wearing five stone rings on both hands: two blue topaz, a black and
white agate, a ruby, and a turquoise. On both hands, he had the nails of the little fingers dyed
in henna. Usually, when he got dressed for going out, he wore a flower above his ear and
sometimes, stuck it in his cap. Though he didn’t work much in the garden like his elder brother
and preferred his wood business, he had planted about half a dozen plants of rose and peony of
different colors near the garden wall. He also wore flowers from fruit plants depending on the
weather, such as apricots, pomegranates, and apples.
Roshaan had been running the wood market since his father’s unexpected death several
years ago. Though he loved hunting and spending time with his friends and lovers, he could sit
in his market every day of the week except when he didn’t want to. For someone who lived a
colorful life, nobody would have expected that he was careful about his earnings, but his elder
brother had made sure of that. Only his elder brother Zarbaat knew that Roshaan liked boys
and the former had accepted him as he was after beating him up several times when they were
teenagers, but Roshaan didn’t surrender. Zarbaat demanded a promise from him that he would
keep his affairs tidy and never let things reach their house and their larger family in Kashmala.
Apart from that, Zarbaat also visited his wood market regularly and kept an eye on the sales
and profits of the wood. The business prospered since the wood came from one of the unnamed
mountains which belonged to their tribe. They had a few workers who cut the wood until it was
good enough for burning.
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Armaghaan came trailing after Zarsanga with his feet muddy and his clothes splattered
with dirt. Roshaan laughed and told him that he looked like those workers who built mud
houses. He asked her to help him change his clothes since Shandana had gone to cut grass for
their cow. Zarmeena told Roshaan that his son was more mischievous than Satan himself.
“I stopped him from throwing rocks at the apricots the other day as I was laying here. Later,
when I was napping, he stole my shoes and had them buried in the dirt outside in the garden,”
Zarmeena laughed.
“He is little and doesn’t know,” Roshaan said, defending his son.
Over the last few weeks, between Zarmeena and Armaghaan, a subtle enmity had
blossomed, which the distance between their ages didn’t favor but it had thrived, growing
vicious and amusing at the same time. Zarmeena usually deterred children, until they were
grown enough to eat yogurt and pudding without getting their clothes dirty. As toddlers, she
called them “little puppies” and wouldn’t hold them in her lap, not even her grandchildren
because she could smell them. Reshama asked years ago how did she manage to raise her
children when she refused to take Zarsanga in her lap. Armaghaan, however, asked for attention
by doing things that she didn’t expect. Twice he hid her shoes in the muddy water trench outside
in the garden and he couldn’t remember until she rubbed his ears to the point where they
seemed to be bleeding. Whenever he dug the wet soil in the shade of the apricot tree or held
pullets in his hands - often he strangled them unawares - Zarmeena would hit him with her
slipper and ask him to sit still like a stone. She wouldn’t even let him come close to her, saying,
“Stay away from me. You have peed in your clothes again.”
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Once she gave him a shirt and asked him to take it to the neighbor’s house and instead
of taking it there, he buried it in clay outside the house and was found the next day although he
remained silent and claimed that he didn’t remember where did he put it.
After a while, Armaghaan came out of his mother’s room, wearing clean clothes and
his hair combed like it was an Eid day.
“Will you return in the evening?” Shandana asked, holding a bundle of grass above her
head and Hajerra in her lap.
“We will see,” Roshaan said.
The two, father and son, walked after each other to the garden and out into the street.
Armaghaan was excited that his father was taking him to the top peak on Grey Mountains
behind Kashmala. Marjaan, Roshaan’s cousin, was standing outside the garden and holding a
jasmine flower for him. Roshaan tucked it above his ear, took his little mirror from his pocket,
looked at his face, adjusted the flower, and then pocketed it again. They walked through the
apple gardens, crunching the yellow leaves under their shoes, and made a path through the floor
of green grass. The apples were still unripe and were only the size of bantam eggs.
******
They walked down the rough path, Armaghaan running behind until they reached the
Godar Stream.
“Which one are we climbing?” Armaghaan asked.
Roshaan pointed towards the little peak which had a fountain on the other side.
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“Can we climb that one?” Armaghaan pointed towards the highest one while trying to
take off his shoes, which Zarsanga had tied well.
“Do not take out yours,” Roshaan said and lifted Armaghaan in his lap while holding
his shoes in one hand.
“Son, you have grown so heavy,” Roshaan said.
“Can we climb the high one,” Armaghaan repeated.
“We can’t climb that one because our feet will hurt. The wind blows so fast up there
that it would take you away like a kite,” Roshaan explained.
“I will hold you by your hand tight and not let go,” Armaghaan said as the three waded
through the stream.
“You are very sweet? Why is that?” Roshaan asked.
He kissed Armaghaan on the cheek and Armaghaan wriggled to keep him away. It had
been some time that he resisted kisses from his father and the relatives of his mother. His
mother had stopped kissing him long ago.
“You won’t tell mother?” Armaghaan asked.
“No, why would I?” Roshaan said.
They had crossed the stream and wore their shoes.
“I eat a little jaggery every day when my mother is not there,” Armaghaan said.
Both Roshaan and Marjaan laughed at what Armaghaan said and Roshaan shook his
head and waged his finger, saying,
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“So you are the thief now? Let me reach home. I will tell your mother.”
He didn’t understand why they laughed and worried that his father might expose him
to his mother.
Armaghaan sobered and pleaded with him not to tell his mother because she will beat
him with the broom. The three of them followed on the rough trodden path, which went up the
mountain and fell down the other side. Roshaan took a little comb out of his pocket and combed
his hair and wore the pakol back and adjusted the jasmine flower behind his ear again. He was
holding Armaghaan by his hand and helping him along, lifting him across the pits and larger
boulders in the path.
A little distance away, few young men had gathered, bathing and splashing water on
each other. A bearded man with long hair moved his head and started dancing the Attan while
the rest screamed and cheered him up. They walked on the raised stony ground, nearing the
bottom of the grey mountains, which looked harmless from distance but appeared on the top
of their head from close like a monstrous bird that was about to fly away.
“Did you hear of Kamran?” Marjaan asked, followed by a generous laugh.
“Na, I came from the market earlier. Did something happen to him?” Roshaan said.
As they reached to the top of the hilly and turned to look back on Kashmala, spread
below like a tray with houses, gardens, and trees filling everything unoccupied by yellow, mud
walls. To the left, the stream appeared in its serpentine path back to Dashta, where pampas
grass grew in abundance and made a grazing spot for Povindah to graze their animals in
summers. Armaghaan walked fast behind them and ran whenever his father looked back at him.
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“You know nothing. There was so much noise and laughter in the morning. He has gone
insane and doesn’t understand shit anymore.”
“How? What happened?”
“I didn’t see it myself, but Jedi told me. Yesterday afternoon, they were sitting on the
grass patch beside the river under the mulberry trees. The young men gather there in the
afternoon nowadays. He told me that Kamran came running from the village, screaming and
hollering as if he had seen the dead rising from the graves.”
Marjaan continued after they greeted a few villagers, carrying spades and mattocks, and
went down the spiraling path, while the three looked at them until they waded through the slowmoving waters of the river to the other side.
“Their uncle has been making the two brothers work like animals. No wonder,”
Roshaan said.
They started climbing the mountain, around the circular path which wounded around
the mountain like a snake, verging towards the pitfall. The ravines were too deep so that one
had to climb the mountain towards the cave on the other side from where the path went to the
other side down, close to the waterfall. The cave had water springs in it and flowed down the
mountain in the rocks, rising shrubs, and grasses on its way down. Although the whole range
of the mountain was mostly rough and bald, the cave and the ravine out of it were covered in
green and looked beautiful and shamed the rest of the mountains.
“Son, are you tired?” Roshaan asked.
“Na, I can walk,” Armaghaan said with a weary, sweating face.
They stopped to drink water at the fountain at the next curve.
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Roshaan decided that they wouldn’t go down directly on the other side of the hilly but
walk on the ridge of the hilly and reach the Hamza Baba cave as he wanted to show it to his
son. The three went behind each other, Armaghaan in between, and the two men talked, and he
barely understood but he looked again and again to the right towards Kashmala and the
serpentine Godar Stream which looked like a dark rope below. They tried to spot their homes
from the mountain in the village that sprawled below like a little graveyard of homes with
bundles of trees strewn between them. Armaghaan found a grasshopper and he bent down to
hold it as its feathers looked like a butterfly but once folded it looked like a big grasshopper.
He stopped it to hold it and the two men walked ahead.
Roshaan asked Marjaan about Jedi and if he had seen him since last week. Marjaan said
that he hadn’t and then began consoling Roshaan. About two weeks ago, Roshaan told Jedi in
front of his friends that he loved him and although all of them were joking and teasing each
other, Jedi walked away and didn’t talk to him despite that he had borrowed money from
Roshaan for his brother’s wedding.
“You should leave him. He walks around as if he is so beautiful that sunflowers grow
out of his asshole,” Marjaan said.
Roshaan laughed and thought he liked him a lot and had lent him money to win favor
with him but he didn’t enjoy being rejected like that while knowing from some other men who
had taken Jedi to their guestrooms and did whatever they wanted. Roshaan said that he didn’t
understand why all the old and young died after Jedi’s pale, yellow skin and thus, tried to
defend his pride by insulting the young boy and Marjaan cheered him further in that direction.
“He keeps himself clean and his coquetry and soft talk drive these thirsty men crazy. I
would not fuck him for raw apples,” Marjaan said.
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As the three went ahead, Armaghaan felt giddy of the immense height, the whole village
spread before on the uneven ground. He felt he would fall from the side. As he struggled forth,
his feet aching badly, he grazed his knee against a protruding rock and fell on the ground. Tiny
drops of blood appeared on his hands like opium tears after they were cut with knives on the
side. Roshaan looked back at where his son was and the two stopped. Armaghaan appeared
behind a boulder, rubbing his knee and his eyes in tears.
“Come fast, my son,” Roshaan said.
“You went with your big feet ahead and left me,” Armaghaan was angry and crying.
His father laughed, “You get angry, too.”
“I am not going with you. I will sit here,”
Armaghaan sat down. Roshaan came and told him that the cave was behind that turn,
pointing at it. He lifted him in his lap and Armaghaan was still annoyed and closed his eyes.
When they reached close to the cave, they could hear the water splashing and flowing down
the crevices it had made.
They sat for a while inside the little cave where the tomb was marked with two stones:
one on the head and one on the feet. And then, they started walking backward and downwards
from the hilly to the opposite of Kashmala, where fields were spread, and a few houses scattered
through them.
“Will you bring rabbits for me?” Armaghaan asked, climbing down behind his father
across the craggy path.
“Where did you see rabbits?” He asked looking back on him.
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“I saw them near the apricot garden,” he said. “I want them. I will cut grass for them,”
He added.
“Your mother will get angry,” Roshaan replied.
“But you can tell her,” Armaghaan said.
Once they reached down into the corn fields, Marjaan went looking for Benyameen in
his fields, calling his name until it grew faint with time and disappeared. The father and son sat
down under a mulberry tree. Armaghaan asked him questions as usual about why he didn’t
come home and told him about the other day when his mother cried and how Hajerra could
smile and crawl.
Most of the land behind the Grey Mountains was covered with corn fields and lined
here and there with apple and mulberry trees. There were a few houses at the bottom of the
mountains and the area beyond the fields was not cleaned off the stones and rocks and remained
inhabited by wild shrubs alone. Some of the lands belonged to Roshaan’s family and he pointed
far into the area where nothing was grown and told his son that it belonged to them. He asked
his son if he wanted corn cobs and the latter nodded. Roshaan asked him to remain by the
mulberry tree and went into Benyameen’s field to find soft cobs for his son.
After his father and Marjaan left, Armaghaan sat down on the corner of the corner field.
A few girls passed by, carrying bundles of grass tied in scarves on top of their heads. One of
the girls dropped her grass and came close and asked him whose son he was. “My father,” he
said.
The girl laughed, “I know that but what is his name?”
“Roshaan. He is plucking cobs for us and will come back for me,” Armaghaan said.
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“Do you want an apple?” The girl asked.
Armaghaan looked at her face with confusion, not knowing if it would be right to say
yes or no. His mother often insisted not to take anything from strangers in Kashmala no matter
how delicious it is. She had not said anything about girls though. He thought he would eat the
apple and his mother wouldn’t know anyway.
The girl pulled out two apples from the grass bundle and gave them to him. Armaghaan
waited for a while and then sneaked to the corner if they had really gone and once sure, he
stuck his teeth into the apple and at both one after the other. Soon his father came out with a
dozen cobs and Marjaan returned to tell them that Benyameen must be at his home and they
would walk there.
They knocked on his door and a little girl appeared a few moments later with her head
dipped in henna though the dye had dried. She went back and called her brother, while the two
men waited outside. A little later, he came out with a kettle and cups and greeted his friends.
Roshaan asked him that they could not take tea and would take the weed instead. Benyameen
gave him a small cloth-covered bundle and winked. Roshaan smiled and said to Marjaan, it
would last two months at least. After taking tea, the three men decided to set up a feast in
Marjaan’s guest rooms. Benyameen brought out his Rabab and they walked back to Kashmala.
On the way back, once they crossed over the mountain and waded across the stream,
Roshaan asked his son to run home alone, carrying the cobs in a dupatta that Benyameen
brought from his house, and tell his mother that his father wouldn’t return home that night.
Armaghaan reached home, left the cobs in the kitchen, told his mother that his father wouldn’t
come back, and then went into the garden looking for Zarsanga to tell her about the rabbits.
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She was carrying home a bundle of grass and Armaghaan told her that his father would buy
him rabbits and once they give birth to babies, he would give her one too.
Zarsanga showed excitement for him and then went home while he stayed in the garden,
chasing a red-feathered bird that he hadn’t seen before. The evening shadows had started
spreading under the trees already. Usually, he was afraid of walking close to the willow trees
at the bottom of the garden close to the evening as his mother and Zarsanga had scared him
about ghosts and spirits at night for such a long time but today he was too excited and wanted
to see if the bird had made a nest somewhere in the trees.
While he kept looking for the bird in the willow trees, he saw a dark figure run under
one of the mulberry trees at the very bottom of the garden. Armaghaan’s steps froze as he tried
to make sure if he saw that thing. It ran on all four and was covered all over with hair. But it
also looked like a human as its face had no resemblance to the animals he had seen. Armaghaan
began stepping back while that thing, which he assumed to be a spirit, stayed in the dark, behind
the mulberry tree and looking around it like a human who was trying to hide. Armaghaan turned
around and did not run as he feared it might make the spirit run after him but all the way home,
he felt that it would jump at him any given moment. Once he entered the house, he could still
feel the panic in his chest and shut the garden door fast and went straight to his bed. By the
time, his mother had prepared dinner and called for him, he was already asleep. Later in the
evening, someone knocked on the main gate and asked if they had seen their monkey. Zarbaat
asked the family women and after confirming it, told the man that no monkey came to their
house or garden. Armaghaan didn’t go into the garden the following day and the day after that
and the next week. He also didn’t tell anyone what he saw and tried to forget the whole accident.
******
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CHAPTER FOUR

Armaghaan went running, swerving from the narrow water trenches, which spread
throughout the garden, and ducking down from the low-hanging branches of the mulberry and
willow trees along the garden wall. He screamed at the top of his voice,
“Mother, Qawtana has come”.
He sprinted on the narrow beige path and jumped above water channels that were
dressed in mint and weeds along its banks.
The garden had four major plots, each one lower than the first one, and divided further
into little plots, separated with ridges, which made the water flow easier in the trenches and
feed the wheat and maize crops comfortably. In the corners, the garden was lined with a beige
clay wall that was eight feet tall.
Shandana was watering alfalfa plots at the tail of the garden alone. Although lean in her
arms, she often watered the fields. She also complained of pains in her arms and legs later on
and cursed her husband for not taking her to a doctor in Wana Camp. She picked wet sticky
mud with the long-handed shovel and allowed the water to run into the next plot.
“What do you say?”
She asked in a less agressive tone and picked up a smooth stone to wipe off the dirt
from her shovel. Then, she washed her feet in the flowing water and the bottom hems of her
yellow shalwar, which were soaked in the brown loam.
As Armaghaan scurried down along the path, he slipped himself in a little water-filled
ditch, which he didn’t see as it was camouflaged by grass and his excitement, and he fell
headlong over his face. Slowly, he stood up, with a crying face, his white clothes smudged here
and there with dirt and his hands pelted in them. He could feel the heavy, muddy blotches on
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his chest, like the feeling of a cold hand slipping inside one’s clothes in winter, and stood there,
breathing heavily, and wondering if he should go to his mother or not. He looked back towards
the garden door through which he came out jumping and then, searched for his mother at the
bottom of the field, and he couldn’t see her anymore.
She had washed him in the morning and made him wear clean white clothes, warning
him not to tear them while climbing walls and trees or soil them, which he often did. She called
him several times though she couldn’t see her still until he went close to the bottom plot, which
was the lowest in the garden. He felt ashamed of his fall and the mud-splattered clothes. He
drew close, holding the kameez away from his chest with two fingers, and said timidly,
“Qawtana has come.”
He saw that she was nipping leaves of mint that had grown throughout the garden along
the water trench. She asked if he had hurt himself. He nodded his head, out of fear and couldn’t
feel the fall and expected that his mother would chastise him. Fortunate for him, she didn’t
though Armaghaan knew how picky she was and controlled his actions all the time and he
couldn’t understand why she did that all the time.
******
Qawtana was Shandana’s first cousin, and they had grown up together inside the same
family. The two loved each other though Qawtana treated her like a younger, naïve sister and
Shandana never objected to that since Qawtana had helped her so many times before and after
their weddings and she valued Qawtana’s opinions over her own as the latter was older than
her by several years. Qawtana was married to Baraam Khan, who was the chieftain of the Kaka
Khel tribe in Kashmala and owned several shops in Wana Bazaar, which he had leased to others
and received monthly rents for them. He was an outspoken person and understood well how to
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garner his interests inside the Camp or among the people of Kashmala and beyond, who called
him to divide their lands and resolve their conflicts over money, land, and women.
Both Qawtana and Baraam Khan had gone along with their two daughters Shaista and
Malalai to see the Black Mullah and get a talisman for having a son. There was nothing black
about the Mullah save his dark beard and the kohl which he applied abundantly to his big,
buffalo eyes but the name became famous due to his own story of how he survived in a
mountain cave for forty nights with water and dates and the spirits got so angry that they even
blocked the moon’s light, but he remained there, unwilling to leave the circle which he had
drawn under his mentor’s guidance. The spirits unleashed snakes at him, and monsters and
blood flowed into his cave, but he remained there, his eyes closed and his heart beating as he
didn’t let go of God’s hand. Nobody had seen him fighting the devilish spirits but people from
Wana even came to see him due to his reputation and received talismans for every trouble on
the earth, ranging from wanting sons to defeating enemies and driving away bad spirits that
overwhelmed young women, for huge amounts of money and gifts for his spirits. He had told
Baraam that he should bring a white lamb with no black dot to his house next Friday and he
would make him a special talisman, which would guarantee that he bears a son from his wife.
He also joked that if Baraam couldn’t get a son, he would find him a second wife. Qawtana
wanted a talisman and yet hated him for saying that. There were also rumors about the Black
Mullah that he occasionally touched the women under their thighs while pretending to cure
them of their pains and squeezed their breasts too, but those were hushed talks about which
women talked among themselves and didn’t tell their husbands lest they get beaten or even
killed over breach of honor. No one knew exactly how efficient his talismans were but people
who visited him did end up having sons, recovered from illnesses, and resolved their blood
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feuds occasionally. The people talked and grew more convinced of his sacred powers, and he
received more roosters and lambs and jewelry from desperate people.
They had decided that on their way back that Qawtana would stop by at Roshaan’s
house so that she would see her cousin. Baraam walked briskly, followed by his wife Qawtana,
whom he was teasing with threats of a second wife. Qawtana was certain that her husband
loved her, but the mere idea of a second wife provoked her into a flurry of curses and abuses.
Since she had not delivered a son yet which both of them wanted on top of the three daughters.
The fear of a second wife for her husband remained attached to her heart like a blood-sucking
bug and the only antidote was to deliver a son and thwart the threat once for all.
Close to Roshaan’s house, she reminded Baraam that she wanted to see Shandana. Their
two daughters, Shaista and Malalai, lagged and they looked back and couldn’t see them.
Baraam left after his wife assured him that she would come home with her daughters as their
houses were a few hundred yards away. After Baraam left, the two sisters appeared running
toward Roshaan’s house, where Qawtana stood with her face half-covered. They told her how
they gathered dry apricot stones under a tree, thinking why somebody didn’t else do it, but they
turned out to be the bitter ones. Their mother asked about the apples, and they said they stole
them from one of the orchards on the way as nobody was there. Qawtana was horrified and
told them in one breath that they must not steal again as it is a sin and if the owner of the
orchard caught them, he would tie them to the trees and cut their hair till they were bald.
******
Armaghaan trailed after his mother towards home, holding his Kameez away from his
chest, and felt his tingling knee, which had bled a few drops under the shalwar, making a dark
red blot. They reached close to the pond near the garden’s door, and Shandana asked him to
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slide down into the pond and clog the rusted pipe. The pond was banked with a clay bulwark
that had weeds grown all over it.
Armaghaan entered the home through the garden door behind his mother, his clothes
tainted with the blue dirt of the pond and loam. He saw Qawtana’s two daughters, Shaista and
Malalai talking to Zarsanga, pointing at him and giggling.
“Did you fall into the pond?” Zarsanga asked.
She asked with concern, but Armaghaan smiled awkwardly and hurried to his mother’s
room. Shandana went to greet her cousin Qawtana after leaving clean clothes for Armaghaan
on his bed.
Shandana went to make tea in the dark, sot-dyed kitchen and Reshama sat talking with
Qawtana in the veranda before their household rooms. Qawtana didn’t tell Reshama that she
had gone to see the Black Mullah and pretended to have returned from her parents’ home. She
knew how talkative Reshama was and feared that she might tell other women in Kashmala and
soon everybody would know that Qawtana’s husband insists on having male children.
Shandana brought tea in a black, goose-necked kettle. Reshama was telling Qawtana
about her son Sohraab who had vomited in the morning and had been sleeping since then.
Qawtana condoled with her and agreed how difficult it was to rear them.
“If only one could get already grownup children?” Reshama wished.
“They grow on their own,”
Qawtana condoled with her and then added that the children grow on their own once
they learn to wipe their behinds and start wearing clothes on their own. Qawtana asked
Shandana in passing if Roshaan was home and could assume that Shandana was suffering
because of her never-ending illnesses and a husband that was never a comfort and too often a
wound that didn’t heal.
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“Are you weaving any pillow covers? Someone has asked for them?” Qawtana asked
Shandana.
******
Armaghaan washed, got dressed, wore his white shoes, which his father bought for him
in an auction shop from Wana Bazaar. He saw that Shaista and Malalai circled the trunk of the
apricot tree in the courtyard and then, spread their hands around it, trying to hug it together.
But their hands didn’t clasp into each other as the tree’s dark stem was larger than their joined
embrace. Shandana called the two sisters for tea and Armaghaan went along with them to greet
their mother. Qawtana pulled him by his hand, hugged him while sitting on the mat woven
from dry Mazari Palm, and kissed him. She told his mother that he had grown up and asked
him why he didn’t ever come to her house and told him she would feed him pomegranates, too.
“He is reckless like his father. All day long, he climbs walls and trees and returns home
with torn clothes and shoes,” Shandana complained while pouring tea for the two girls.
“Go and chase the hens out of my room and close the door. They will shit all over the
blankets,” Shandana told Armaghaan.
He returned after chasing the hens out into the garden because he also wanted to drink
tea. The women talked about their children, cattle and fowls, husbands, and returned to the
mischiefs and illnesses of their children, which never ended, and the three of them complained
about how they managed their households while taking care of everyone.
“Your Shaista is very beautiful. When she is old enough, I will ask for her hand for my
Armaghaan”, Shandana said, smiling.
Shaista slurped her tea, indifferent to what they were talking about though she could
understand some of it. Qawtana asked her to take tea without making noise. Armaghaan sat at
the end of the mat, waiting for his turn to get a cup of tea, but Shandana offered the last cup of
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tea to Zarsanga, who carried Hajerra around all morning and then put her to sleep, while she
watered the plots at the bottom of the garden.
Shaista and Malalai got up after finishing their tea and ran towards the garden. Though
disappointed for not getting a cup of tea, Armaghaan ran after the two sisters and went ahead,
asking them that no one would pluck the plums but pick the ones, which have fallen on the
ground.
“My Grandma gets angry, and she will beat you with a stick if she finds out,”
Armaghaan said.
The two sisters went into the garden, unmoved by what Armaghaan said.
“She has asked me to tell her whenever I see someone plucking the plums,” Armaghaan
lied.
“Where is the plum tree?” Shaista asked.
Armaghaan led them in the garden, telling them which trees he had climbed, and which
branches had he jumped from without coming down through the trunks, and bragged about
how the plums turn dark red like blood when they ripen. Soon they stood before the plum trees,
standing in a queue with dark-green leaves. Red, firm plums had mushroomed over the tiny
branches in dozens, and they hung down under the weight.
Armaghaan went ahead and started climbing a mulberry tree, showing the girls how
quickly he could climb up. Little Malalai went forth and pulled two plums for herself from the
low-hanging branch. Armaghaan saw her and jumped back screaming, asking her why she
plucked them. He hastened towards Malalai and took away the plums, asking her that grandma
didn’t allow anybody to pluck these plums. Malalai cried, tears rolling down her face. Shaista
tried to calm her down and then pushed Armaghaan into the Alfalfa plot. She forced the plums
out of his hand, and he threatened to tell his grandma to beat both of them. Malalai abandoned
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his crying midway as soon as Shaista handed her the plums back. Armaghaan got up and
walked back through the garden door to tell his grandma, but she had gone to visit her relatives
and he returned to the garden again. Malalai took a bite, but the red plum was hard and tasted
sour. She stuck out her tongue, rubbed it with her sleeve, and spit away. She tried to give them
to Shaista, but she refused them and asked her to through them across the wall into Mazareen’s
garden. Armaghaan asked them if they wanted to see the rats’ burrow near the willow trees and
though Shaista wasn’t interested, Malalai wanted to see them.
Around midday, the sun stood right above the treetops, and the children were breaking
and kicking the holes they dug under the wet bottom of the garden wall and smashed the little
dolls they fashioned out of mud earlier and dried in the sunlight. Roshaan came into the garden
and Armaghaan ran forth and jumped into his father’s hands, who lifted him.
“I have brought you something”, Roshaan whispered into his ear.
“Marbles?” He groped his side pockets with his dirty hands.
“Where are they?” He asked.
“Inside the room, there is a cage covered in cloth. Bring it out”, Armaghaan didn’t know
what to expect.
“Have you bought a rooster?” and he ran inside.
He had forgotten that he pestered him for weeks about the rabbits since he saw them
when they crossed the Grey Mountains. He brought the cage out, uncovered it, and screamed
when he saw the two rabbits. He jumped and hugged his father’s legs and then right away took
them inside and opened the cage’s gate in the lumber-room. The two sisters and Zarsanga also
came there to see the rabbits come out and walk on the floor like two cotton balls rolling slowly.
Armaghaan asked them not to frighten the rabbits or hurt them and went running to
fetch water in an indented tin bucket, which was lying near the hen’s house. When he returned,
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Zarsanga had left and Malalai was trying to catch a rabbit in the corner, and her elder sister
was asking her if it would bite her. Armaghaan asked them to leave the cattle room, suddenly
assuming authority as his father was at home, and latched the door behind the surprised
animals. He went to cut grass from the margins of the water trench where weeds had grown
generously.
As he entered home with a bundle of grass and approached his mother’s room to ask
her if he could feed the rabbits bread with grass, he heard his mother say,
“Why did you bring the rabbits? Now they will make holes and burrows in the rooms
and bring down the walls in winter’s torrents?”
“Nothing will happen. The woman outside will hear. Talk slowly,” Roshaan replied,
conscious of Qawtanna’s presence out in the veranda.
Armaghaan returned to the cattle room without asking his mother and fed the grass
alone to the rabbits. Afraid of his mother’s reproach, he kept sitting in the lumber-room,
watching the rabbits eat the grass and scurry around playfully. A little later mother called him
for lunch, but he remained silent, not responding lest someone hurt the rabbits in his absence,
or his mother might take them away.
From within the lumber-room, he saw that Qawtana, and her daughters ate their lunch
and were about to leave. Malalai came running to that lumber-room and asked Armaghaan if
he would give her a rabbit for a hen as she wanted to have one.
“I have a hen. It lays an egg every day,” Little Malalai said.
“No, I have a hen, too. A sick yellow hen. Do you want it?” Armaghaan said and closed
the door on her.
******
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While Roshaan was chopping wood in the garden, Zarbaat, his elder brother came, who
was a tall fellow like his late father and lean too. He came and sat on a stone behind Roshaan’s
back, avoiding the flying wood pieces, which leaped away as he swung the heavy ax and hit
the stubborn log.
“Did you hear about Sangeen?” Gul Marjaan told me that he was killed yesterday,”
Zarbaat said.
Roshaan stopped swinging his ax, spat into his hands, rubbed them, and said,
“Naah, he doesn’t know. Today I encountered his uncle in the Bazaar, walking
hurriedly and carrying medicines. He told me that Sangeen was attacked by Azam Khan’s
brothers and nephews, but he survived. A bullet went through his thigh but it’s a flesh wound
and would heal in a month.”
“But Gul Majaan was swearing that he had died. I was going to ask you when we were
going there to condole with his family,” Zarbaat said.
Roshaan took another swing at the log and didn’t say anything.
“He said that he was killed in their village graveyard and that they fired at their house
door, too. I was so sad for him,” Zarbaat insisted.
Roshaan flung the ax above the grey apricot log, which wouldn’t split, and sat beside
Zarbaat. He took out his snuff, rolled a marble-size piece of it, and placed it under his lip.
“Marjaan doesn’t know. He spices things up and can’t make the head and tail of things
even if you tell him five times,” Roshaan said.
He added that Sangeen’s enemies had been roaming around his house for a week. In
the last month, they attacked him twice. But he wouldn’t come out as they already fired on him
at night and missed. That day, he went to the bazaar with his face covered to get some money
from his brother-in-law and somebody spied on him. They followed him, but he took to the
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graveyard and spent the afternoon hidden in a ditch. Before sunset, he left for his home through
the gardens and reached home safe. Again, a week back, they came to fire on his door, but the
neighbors came out with their guns, firing into the air and chasing away the enemies. Zarbaat
interrupted him,
“You knew all this, and you did not tell me?” Roshan continued, “Yesterday, he was
returning from his gardens at the back of the village. His uncle said that someone from the
village had conspired with the enemies. On his way, they fired at him. A bullet brushed off his
hip and he jumped into a nearby, empty water pond. He fired back at them until the enemies
ran away.”
“Why doesn’t he go back to Ghazni? They will kill him one day if they keep attacking
like this,” Zarbaat said.
“Up there, the Red Army has spread the fire. People are running down here on foot with
their families, and you want him to go back there?”
“Here, it is death on open eyes in the sunlight and it is coming for him alone,” Zarbaat
said.
Roshaan told his brother that he would go and see him the following day and advise
him to move to Karachi with his family and sell the land here. He added that his enemies would
still look for him in Karachi too, but if he doesn’t tell anybody, they won’t find out.
“Their land in Khaisora is already barren, full of stones. It won’t make buy him gold
anyway,” Roshaan said. He got up and attacked the grey, stubborn log again and his brother
asked him about their wood market.
******
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CHAPTER FIVE

Armaghaan sat on a jute rug across his mother, who was cooking tortillas on a black,
tin stove early in the morning. He moved around, playing with the twigs now, looking inside
the stove at the orange embers, undoing the loose threads of the rug, and occasionally stealing
a look at his mother, who seemed preoccupied with her dreams from the previous night.
Shandana slapped the dough on the convex griddle, spread its corners, and scratched away the
leftovers with a little black knife. As the fire in the stove grew intense and laughed with evident
pleasure, Armaghaan retreated on the rug and Shandana asked him to turn down the lamp,
which hung perennially from a nail in the mud wall with a thin rope.
Before Shandana used to burn wax candles in the window of her room and since
Roshaan bought a lamp, both Armaghaan and Hajerra were obsessed with the lamp. In the
evening, when Shandana would go out to check up on the cattle, Armaghaan would turn the
flame high and Hajerra would giggle as if the warm, orange flame of the lamp burnt in her
chest. Shandana had warned them to stay away from the lamp less they topple it over and burn
down the room or break its glass. Their curiosity wasn’t spurned by what their worried mother
said though and instead, the tiny, lamp flame appealed more than the raging fire in the stove.
Armaghaan squirmed around on the rug placed beside the stove for a while and finally
asked his mother if he could go and see the newly born calf. She nodded her head vehemently
as if awakened momentarily and asked him to pull the larger wood out of the stove’s mouth
and she sprinkled flour dust on the griddle to see if it was heated up. The dust turned brown,
and smoke rose from it. She slapped the flattened dough between her hands to and fro and then,
spread it on the griddle, stretching the thick corners. The stuffy, mud room breathed silence
save the occasional chuckles of burning twigs and bread slapped to and fro and turned on the
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griddle. The lamp’s flame sent exaggerated shadows across the room and gathered darkness
around its base.
Armaghaan ducked down his head again to look at the yellow-red flames inside the
stove. Every time he looked into the stove and then sat straight, he would lose sight
momentarily, seeing darkness with spirals and circles floating throughout the room except the
dim lamp. Then, his eyes would recover its vision and see again the wood pieces dumped close
behind the door, a sack full of dung-cakes near the closed window which opened inwards, and
the young face of his mother at which he looked only when she was distracted. Armaghaan
tried to scratch the fringes of the griddle with a twig where the dough had caked but his mother
slapped his hand hastily, asking him not to annoy the griddle as it made her wince.
“Addey, when will Pola come home?” Armaghaan asked about his father.
“Do you miss him?” She asked as if talking to the clothes hanging from the wall while
spreading the dough in the tray before herself.
“I saw Pola in a dream,” Armaghaan said.
Shandana was not interested.
“He was walking alone. We were standing at the garden gate and called after him. Our
lamb bleated, too, and ran in the Alfalfa grass. He waved his hand but did not return. After a
while, he came back and passed in front of our gate. He was someone else. We had mistaken
him for Pola. Hajerra was swaddled in your lap, but she kept talking and we laughed because
we didn’t understand the things she said. I do not remember what she said. I was surprised to
see her talking like a person”, Armaghaan said.
Shandana counted the tortillas and scraped the griddle clean of the burnt crumbs and
flecks herself. Armaghaan expected that her mother would say something about his dream, but
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he did not know that those walls inside her mother had frozen up too and only whispers escaped
through the cracks.
Shandana poured tea into a cup for Armaghaan and oiled his bread with butterfat seasoned with jaggery that children loved more than milk. Throughout the winters, their clothes
smelt of butterfat as they smeared them with their oily hands. It kept them healthy despite the
scarce food as they survived on lentils and potatoes and an occasional egg. The eggs were
spared mostly for Roshaan; otherwise, he would throw the utensils around and sulk away.
Armaghaan took sips of tea with slurping noise like his father.
“How are you taking tea?” His mother said, visibly annoyed by the noise he made with
his mouth.
Armaghaan looked up sheepishly towards her, lowered his cup of tea, and then kept
dipping bread in the tea until the cup was dry. Hajerra whimpered in her sleep.
“What is it to you? My lamb,” Shandana asked.
Hajerra slid down from her mother’s bed, moaning still and rubbing her eyes with her
little fists. Her abundant short hair stood on their ends and looked as if washed with dust.
Shandana asked Armaghaan to open the door a little to let the smoke escape as it had started
burning their eyes and suffocating the room. Outside, the blue wind could be heard lashing
against the walls and swooshing along the apricot branches.
Shandana got up to help little Hajerra wear her stained black coat and two pairs of
riddled socks. She kissed her on her cheek and made her sit close to herself near the stove. She
dipped the tortilla in the tea and slurped it happily. Soon, the cold, fresh air from outside swept
the room clean to the roof of the dung-cake smoke, which had been gathering up like spleen
since early morning. After Hajerra finished her tea, she got up, went around Armaghaan, who
was tying rubber strands on the wooden fork of his slingshot and climbed Armaghaan’s back
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like a lamb lifting its forelegs to a plant. She pulled him down to the jute rug, and Armaghaan
laughed, letting go of himself, and saying,
“The thief has awakened… the thief has awakened” She laughed and he started
pinching her across her arms without hurting her. Shandana asked them not to throw each other
on the stove and burn their asses.
“I am telling you first. You will not cry.” Armaghaan whispered to Hajerra.
She didn’t stop, but pulled his hair viciously, and struggled more. Armaghaan tickled
her feet and she laughed again helplessly, letting go of his hair. Then, she made a crying face
for a moment, and Armaghaan stopped but she pulled his ears forcefully again.
“The calf is mine,” Armaghaan said, laughing.
She shook her head and insisted with her lisping tongue that it belongs to her,
confirming it from her mother too in her childish language.
“I will give it to the Powindah woman who comes for the yogurt,” Armaghaan said.
“See Aman,” Hajerra complained to her mother.
She used to call her Aman as she couldn’t pronounce his full name yet. She started
crying again.
“I will not. I was teasing you,” Armaghaan embraced her and tried to consoler her.
“Can we go and see the calf?” Armaghaan asked his mother again, but it seemed as if
he was talking to the stove and the woods heaped in the corner while avoiding looking at his
mother directly.
Shandana pushed the dough tray under the bed after putting wicker covering on it. She
didn’t stop them. As Armaghaan got up to wear his shoes, Hajerra got up, too, and held his
hand tight, willing to accompany him. Armaghaan lifted her to his hip bone, saying “How
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heavy have you grown” and both walked out. They jumped on the ice-screened puddle in the
courtyard, but it wouldn’t collapse. Armaghaan tried to break it with a stone, but it would not.
There was barely any breeze blowing though the winds of a departing winter had
shrieked and whistled all night and pushed the wooden door of the mud room like a stranger
who wants to save himself from the bitter cold. The shady areas below the walls remained
frosty and hard like stone and fragments of snow remained here and there, waiting for the
clouds to melt it since the sunlight couldn’t fall there directly. The giant apricot tree stood nobly
as always in the middle of the mud house, unperturbed by the assaults of the winter, and its
naked, skeletal branches stretched themselves like a thousand hands of a monster – locked in
space and time. Out in the garden, dried yellow grass covered the ground and crows passed up
above now and then, while other birds except occasional house sparrows had migrated months
ago already.
They went to the darkened cattle room, where the cow was rubbing its belly against the
wall and the calf was lying swaddled in a jute sack. Armaghaan lifted the jute blanket from the
calf’s head and asked Hajerra to touch its velvet ears.
“Feels soft?” Armaghaan asked. Hajerra smiled and nodded her head.
The cow stopped scratching itself and smelled them with her black snout and then,
licked the calf’s head.
“Why?” Hajerra wanted to know.
“She is combing its hair,” Armaghaan said.
Armaghaan prodded the ashes in the rusted tray by the door in the cattle room, but they
had died already, barely a few sparks gleaming like the leftover stars each morning. Shandana
used to burn a fire in the old, rusted tray at night to keep the room warm for the newly born
calf. He held her by the left hand and went out after cleaning the sole of his dung-coated shoes
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on the door sill, already coated with mud from the cattle room. Hajerra lifted her right leg
asking Armaghaan to clean her shoes, too. He picked a wet twig on the chicken coop beside
the cattle room and shaved away the dung from her sister’s shoes, too. The ground was still
hard, frozen by the wind that had blown all night without respite. And though the children were
indifferent to it, there was an air of gloom and decay spread everywhere but the older women
disagreed and said often that the late winds of winter blew to awaken the drowsing seeds
underground. The early yellow rays of the sun could be seen on the top of the house walls but
the cold was still unnerving and inspired tremors in their limbs.
Expecting that Shandana would reproach him, Armaghaan sent Hajerra to ask mother
for a few embers. Armaghaan walked down the garden with small wood pieces and an oily
twig. Hajerra went inside into the brown darkness of the room, filled with smoke and silence
again, which made her eyes burn. Shandana was lying in her bed and refused Hajerra when she
asked her for embers in earthenware. She asked her to sit beside the stove as she feared she
would catch cold. She kept sitting there silent, brought out her little dolls, which Zarmeena
had woven for her from shreds. Then she went to her mother in the bed and saw that she was
weeping slowly and had her head tied in a dupatta. She asked her mother if it was hurting the
way she hurt herself physically sometimes and kissed her mother on the forehead because her
mother also healed her little scars with kisses. After a while, Shandana got up from the bed and
asked Hajerra to pull the large wood out of the stove, its head still burning, and blow it out with
water. She took it outside, hit its head against a stone, gathered the embers in a plate with a
greasy spoon, and carried it straight to the garden’s tail, where Armaghaan was waiting for her.
“You took a year to come?” Armaghaan asked.
She didn’t know how to say that their mother was crying and had a headache and that
she didn’t allow her to go out and instead play with the dolls by the stove. Armaghaan had
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already gathered dry sprigs, rotting shreds of fabric, reeds, and dry grass to light fire. The wood
was still damp save the twigs which he had brought from home. In winters, Armaghaan and
Zarsanga would come out to the garden early in the morning, sometimes with their siblings and
the children from the neighboring houses, before the sun had come up in the sky and the ice
had started thawing to set up separate fires. Although the zinc stoves, which their mothers kept
awake for warming the rooms and making morning meals, were still burning, the young ones
enjoyed making their fires in the cold. After a while, Sohraab came with his wood and embers
in a little bucket and tried to set up his fire. Hajerra and Armaghaan sat close to the faltering
flames of fire, which they had burnt. Though their hands and faces were warm, they could feel
their feet and backs getting cold the longer they stayed outside despite the old warm clothes,
toques, and cotton socks they wore. Zarsanga came towards the end. Sohrab couldn’t light the
fire and wouldn’t allow his sister to help. Although Armaghaan didn’t know yet, the brother
and sister had fought in the morning because Zarsanga told her mother that he had stolen
Armaghaan’s marbles the previous day. Zarsanga had snatched marbles from her brother
despite his whining and fighting and returned them to Armaghaan’s box before coming out to
the garden for fire.
“Our mother puts the small woods first. Then, she makes a nest of larger stalks around
it, and then, burns it with a little ‘oily sprig,” Zarsanga tried to make his little brother understand
but he was a pale little boy, with the stubbornness of a gum wood, and cranky beyond repair.
He didn’t like her sister much, not only due to the fight over marbles but because she
tried to control him often and tell him what to do and what not. It wasn’t Zarsanga’s fault either
that she was older than him by several years while her mother had two miscarriages and when
he was born, she helped her mother in raising him.
“Go home then if you want mother’s fire so much,” Sohrab asked his sister.
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Hajerra got up and walked up to Zarsanga, hugged her, and sat in her lap while Sohrab,
having piled his wood and trash on each other, tried to make the decaying cloth piece drop
burning drops of fire on the top of it. As a thin gush of wind blew, it wafted the cloth piece and
sprinkled its burning dew away, falling on Hajerra’s little hand. She gave a shriek, Zarsanga
rubbing her hand, kissing it, and cursing her younger brother. She peeled away the crusted cloth
dew from Hajerra’s hand but she kept weeping. Warm tears rolled down on her peach-like
cheeks and snot from her nose, while she kept calling her mother. Armaghaan asked Zarsanga
to bring Hajerra to his fire, which was blazing to the chagrin of Sohraab.
Zarsanga broke a piece of ice from a nearby water trench and rubbed it against the
burning spot until Hajerra calmed down. Still, later, she complained that her hand tingled.
Zarsanga carried her home as she would not stop whimpering and touching her hand. When
they got away from the twin fires of their brothers and reached close to the garden door, Hajerra
asked Zarsanga,
“The calf is mine, not Amaan,” She was still concerned about what Armaghaan had
said earlier to tease her.
She feared that he could give the calf to the Povindah Woman just like that.
“Will you sell it to me? I will give you my three hens and five chickens,” Zarsanaga
played her and counted the hens on her hand.
Hajerra thought for a few moments and then nodded her in agreement since three hens
were more in quantity than one calf.
“Can I come to see it?” Hajerra wanted to know if she could still see the calf after
Zarsanga had taken it away.
“Yes, you can see it. I will come to buy your calf later,” Zarsanga left her at Shandana’s
door.
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Hajerra called her mother and heard her voice calling back but didn’t see where it came
from. She walked away from her mother’s room to the cattle room and called her again. She
heard that her mother was in there, probably milking the cow for yellow milk. As she went
close to the cattle room, the unpleasant yet familiar stench of cow dung and mud came out from
the darkness which rotted in there. She walked inside carefully until her eyes become
accustomed to the semi-darkness and saw her mother sitting by the cow’s back limbs, squirting
the milk into a bucket.
“Say, my little pullet?” Mother said.
“You are milking the cow?” She asked excitedly.
“Aye, come here.” Mother said.
“Adey, the calf doesn’t drink milk?” Hajerra asked.
“I have fed the calf already, my pullet”. Mother said.
She saw mother squeezing the teats with both her hands and yellow milk gathered in
the bucket.
“Does it hurt?” She added, “The cow is looking at us,” She laughed.
“It doesn’t hurt. If I do not milk the cow, it will start hurting,” Mother said.
“Do you want tea?” She asked. When Hajerra wanted something, she would ask if her
mother wanted it.
“Tea is finished. Go and sit by the stove. I will come and make tea for both of us,”
Shandana said.
When the sunlight spread everywhere in the frosty garden and the ice in the puddles
melted, Sohrab’s fire finally burnt high enough to leave its black mark on the fence wall against
which it was lit. Armaghaan kicked his fire with his heavy shoes and the embers flew around,
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leaving momentary fireflies, followed by thin wisps of smoke that died soon. However, black
flames of smoke remained plastered on the wall, as they burnt their fires in the same places
beside the garden’s fence wall over and over.
Later in the noon, Sohraab and Armaghaan returned to their fireplace along the fence
wall.
“Have you smoked it before?” Armaghaan asked.
“I smoked it with boys in my mother’s home last week,” Sohrab lied.
He had only seen boys lighting reed stalks and inhaling the smoke. Sohrab lit two stalks
of reeds cut from pampas grass and offered one to Armaghaan. No smoke would come through
Armaghaan’s stalk and the fire at the tip died soon. Armaghaan made holes in both stalks with
a needle and lit the reeds again. As Sohraab inhaled the smoke, while Armaghaan stood wary,
his face turned red, and he resisted a cough as smoke came out confused through his mouth
and nose. Sohraab took another puff, inhaling lesser smoke and emitting it swiftly. Armaghaan
tried it, too, and complained that it tasted bitter and dry. They smoked the reeds for a good
while and walked back to their home, a dry, bitter taste coating their throats.
In the late noon, white clouds bubbled up from behind the mountains and spread across
the whole expense of the sky. The village people expected rain, but the clouds wandered around
for a good while and nothing happened except that the frosted shadows under walls and trees
melted and grew soggy and slippery. The children were puffing down light feathers of hens
along the wall as a mild, almost whispering wind was blowing. The feathers would rise slowly,
and then the wind would carry them higher, and then they would cross the wall, while the
children would scream with happiness. Both Armaghaan and Sohraab were flying their feathers
over the wall; however, Hajerra was angry because she was trying to make an odd, heavy
feather fly up and it would fall very fast. Then, Armaghaan gave her one light wing and she
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puffed it up Armaghaan also blew air underneath it and it flew higher. Hajerra was excited and
began clapping but the wing crossed the wall, and she began crying and asked Armaghaan to
bring it back. Armaghaan got frustrated and squeezed her arm between her nails and she cried
even louder, calling her grandmother Zarmeena. She usually called her mother against
Armaghaan but if she was seriously hurt, she would call on “Meena”, her grandmother, and
shed tears, too. Armaghaan gave her three other wings that she could fly but she wouldn’t take
them, asking for her wing and rubbing her arm. Shandana came from the garden, holding a
goat’s rope in her hand, and asked,
“Who made her cry?”
“Aman broke my hand,” she said.
Armaghaan and Zarsanga laughed. Zarsanga went ahead, lifted her, and told her that
they would play in the garden and go away from that rotten boy. Armaghaan walked along and
tried to appease her,
“I will kill a bird for you,” he said.
She closed her eyes and would not talk to him and look the other way, while Armaghaan
tried to console her. As Zarsanga and Hajerra went into the garden, the first snowflakes began
falling and within a while, they started accumulating on the ground. They gathered the clothes
left in the garden on ropes for drying and returned to their rooms. Someone knocked on the
main gate for a while and a little later, Zarsanga brought a tray filled with rice and pieces of
beef. She said that the neighbors had slaughtered an animal and sent two trays for them.
In the evening, Shandana and her children ate lentils and beef rice that Zarsanga brought
in the afternoon. After they had eaten to their fill, Shandana put sufficient wood and an old
shoe in the tin stove and closed the door tight. She put a larger tray near the door, the one in
which she washed clothes usually, and brought the water that she had heated to wash the
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children. Armaghaan wished that though it was Friday, his mother might have forgotten
washing them up. Out there, across the Kashmala village snow gathered in layers and dressed
the grey mud walls and peaks with a sugary, white cloth. There was an ethereal gleam of white
spread everywhere, overshadowed by the coming night. Shandana’s mud room remained
choked by frost and the door was closed like a sad heart with a brick tilted up against the door.
Hajerra took out her shirt, embracing her skeletal body, and trembling although the
room had warmed up as the shoe blazed in the stove. Shandana put water on her head and
applied soap to her hair and limbs. Steam raised from the heated water and droplets sprinkled
around the tray on the clay floor. She washed Hajerra and then Armaghaan and dried them both
with towels. Armaghaan tried to talk to Hajerra, but she would not give in and asked her mother
to stop him.
Sweat drops appeared on Shandana’s nose after having washed and scrubbed both
children. She scattered ashes over the floor and rubbed their scrubbed hands and feet with
cooking oil. Both Armaghaan and Hajerra complained about a while that their hands and feet
burnt since they had accrued cracked skins due to the dry cold in Kashmala. Shandana
reproached them and asked that she did not order them to light a fire in the garden on cold
mornings and play in clay despite the cold. They went silent and after a while, both fell asleep.
Shandana washed their clothes in the same tray and then put wrung the washed clothes and
kept them in a basket. She cooked herself a cup of tea and sat silently beside the stove until
late.
She had been feeling distraught since morning although she felt relieved from the
headache by noon. She hated to work on those days when she felt her mouth dry and strange
thoughts haphazardly flew through her. She didn’t know why did she fear in such days that her
absent husband might die or maybe one of her children and despite imagining that, she didn’t
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feel any sadness. All she wanted to do was to sleep until she didn’t feel dry like an old, torn
shoe in her chest but given that she had been laying in bed several times during the day, she
knew she would squirm in her bed and wouldn’t be able to sleep for a while. She had thought
several times before what would happen if she died and she didn’t feel a lot of resistance to
that possibility except that she didn’t want to live Hajerra on her own. Besides, somewhere
there was still a desire that God would be kind to her and give her health and her husband
would grow more loving. Her hope hadn’t grown completely numb yet although Qawtana and
Reshama and even her mother asked her to tend to her children alone and not worry or complain
about her husband, she couldn’t just sacrifice the desire to be seen, to be felt, and touched the
way she wanted it and yet she didn’t know whom to ask for it and how to ask for it.
******
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CHAPTER SIX

The boys made a run for the garden after the downpour abated and the clouds floated
southwards towards the Dashta at the bottom of the Camel Mountain with its fleeting showers.
Armaghaan expected that the wind and rain might have dropped apricots from the trees, which
crossed the fence wall from Mazareen’s garden, and once he reached there, he saw that save a
few ripe apricots, which had crashed on the ground with their yellow juice spilled out and
soaked in mud, there were none which could be eaten. Between the fence wall and the water
pond in Roshaan’s garden, there was only a walking space and the apricots often fell and rolled
down into the dirty pond. Sohraab lagged after him and when he arrived, taking loud and deep
breaths, he asked if many apricots had fallen. He saw Armaghaan’s face and then the crashed
apricots on the ground and the ones floating in the pond. He peeked through the crack in the
fence wall and then, put his ear against it, trying to hear if Mazareen’s children were in the
garden.
The Mazareen’s children lingered in their garden throughout the year, especially in the
summers to stop the village boys from stealing their apricots. Their garden was spread like a
rectangle against their house and walled off only from Roshaan’s garden. On the remaining
two sides, the garden was surrounded by two dirt trails and had no walls to keep the young
boys from stealing their apricots. Their garden was not the only one that was raided for fruits
since boys stole various fruits and vegetables, such as apricots, pomegranates, apples, tomatoes,
and corn cobs, that they liked from gardens across Kashmala, even if it risked getting beaten
up by the owners of the gardens and shamed later for getting caught.
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Kamraan and Sohraab hastened and gathered a pile of drenched and mud-licked stones
beside the wall and pelted the stones at the tree, sometimes hitting the heavy, drenched branches
and other times missing it. After a while, Hajerra came outside and stood in the door, seeing
her brother and cousin bring down the apricots. They pelted stones on the green branches laden
with yellow apricots but most of the apricots fell on the other side of the wall. Hajerra got
excited about every stone and clod that the boys hurled at the apricots and repeatedly asked her
brother,
“Amaan, will you give me apricots, too?”
“They seem to be sleeping today,” Sohraab referred to the Mazareen’s children,
laughing, after flinging a stone at the tree, which kissed its way through the leaves and fell on
the other side without bringing down a single apricot.
“They are so ripe and delicious,” Kamraan flicked mud from apricot and gobbled it
while looking down and around for more stones and clods along the water pond.
“Amaan, will you give me apricots?” Hajerra asked again.
She wouldn’t come close because she could see that the stones and clods crashed near
the tree and the fence wall, and she did not want to risk being hit in the head or legs or anywhere.
Armaghaan called her to come close and help him gather stones. Then, he gave her
several apricots, some of them bruised. She went and sat before the plum trees in their garden,
which were heavy with raw, green plums and made the heavy branches caress the ground as it
was difficult for the lean branches to keep their fruitful hands outstretched unlike the barren
days of winter.
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Armaghaan threw a heavy stone which hit a thick branch but most of the apricots fell
on the other side again along with the stone. Soon, they had finished the stones and wet clods
near the wall and along the pond and they had filled their side pockets from wet and bruised
apricots but they wanted to drop more. Sohraab went and brought more stones from the trash
heap and the two of them hurled them with a renewed passion at the apricots - perhaps less for
the apricots and more for the excitement of stealing itself. Armaghaan peeked through the crack
in the wall and found no one on the other side still. He climbed the wall up by sticking his hand
and feet in the crevices. As soon as he sat atop the fence wall, he saw through the dense leaves
and branches of the apricot tree that, Nasreena, one of the Mazareen’s children, was running
towards the apricot tree. Armaghaan jumped down from the wall with a scream. He got his
hands and knees soaked in mud and hurt his left foot as he landed heavily on it.
“What happened?” Sohraab asked and Hajerra craned up her head while chewing the
apricot with endless patience.
Armaghaan hobbled away from the wall towards the plum trees and told Sohraab that
they were coming. A few moments later, Nasreena climbed the same apricot tree from the other
side of the fence wall, shouting and asking who threw stones at the apricots. Both Armaghaan
and Sohraab, sitting before the plum trees with Hajerra, ate the apricots while pretending that
they did not know how to hurl stones at innocent trees and bring down fruits and didn’t bother
answering her.
“She is so vicious,” Armaghaan said.
Despite being a disheveled, bony girl, both Armaghaan and Sohraab knew that
Nasreena was notorious for beating and biting other children. She didn’t spare either boys or
girls as long as they were not too old for her. Nasreena, from the apricot tree, looked down at
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the walking path between the water pond and the fence wall and saw that the ground was
littered with trampled and broken apricots. Nasreena went down and returned after a while with
her young siblings and cousins, speaking loudly. Armaghaan saw them climb up the tree like
a troop of monkeys, sitting and standing against various branches on the side of the apricot tree
from where Roshaan’s garden was visible as a tray.
“Don’t they give you meals in your home that you steal apricots?” Nasreena asked from
the tree.
“We are not poor like you. Your family sleeps in the afternoon because of hunger,”
Armaghaan said. He had heard his mother talking about how poor Mazareen’s family was and
using the same language as he did.
Hajerra spread her hand before Armaghaan as if she was begging and closed her eyes,
asking for more. This was her gesture before he asked her brother for anything, whether it was
apricots or carrots from their garden, or grapes, which the boys brought from the village across
the mountains. Armaghaan poked her nose and she laughed and both Sohraab and Armaghaan
gave her a few more apricots.
“You should go home,” Armaghaan told her.
He knew that the Mazareen children weren’t going to let go of the apricot’s theft easily.
They were accustomed to taunting and name-calling each other over trifles as they fought quite
often over things though they rarely let the elders know until someone got hit or beaten severely
and couldn’t be hidden anymore. Only a few months ago, one of the neighbor’s boys hit
Armaghaan with a stone on his forehead and though his mother beat him up for even daring to
fight, his wound healed eventually but the mark was still there. There was a big ruckus and
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Armaghaan feared his father and uncle Zarbaat Khan would get involved but Shandana kept it
to herself and the women decided not to tell the family men yet.
“And who is stealing apricots and who is hungry?” A boy said, sitting high in the tree.
“Your grandfather was crazy, and he jumped down the mountain at night in his sleep,”
Nasreena said and pointed towards the grey mountains, from where Armaghaan’s grandfather
Salar Khan fell one night many years before.
“We stole the apricots because we wanted to. If you are such a brave girl, why do not
you come down and fight me?” Sohraab said to Nasreena.
The taunts and abuses went on for a while, where they taunted and shamed each other
with exaggerated stories of true accidents and rumors about each other’s families.
“Your uncle fired at the moon for a week to bring it down. All of your family is crazy,”
Nasreena said. She meant Shandana’s brother Gulbadin who was rumored in Kashmala to have
fired at the moon from the Camel Mountain’s top for a week until he realized that it was futile.
“My uncle fired at the moon, but your grandfather sowed salt in his fields. He thought
he would get rich by growing salt,” Armaghaan said, and the two boys laughed again, while
Hajerra kept eating the apricots and was unmoved by the taunts.
“Your elders used to beat drums, but you people are shameless and have no honor. We
let you people enter our tribe and gave you lands,” A young boy sitting high in the tree said.
“Yes, our elders beat drums and your women danced before them,” Armaghaan
laughed. He had heard the taunt before that their elders were drum beaters and owned no land
before they settled in Kashmala, and his aunt had taught him what to say if someone bullied
him over the same thing again.
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“Your aunt eloped with a stranger. Do you people know when she is coming back?”
Sohraab said. He knew he had crossed the line by saying that.
“Come and hold my dick,” Nasreena said.
“Show it to us because I don’t think you have one,” Armaghaan said, and the boys
laughed again.
The taunts about family and their history of dishonors went on for a while and then, the
Mazareen’s children hurled a few nasty curses and abuses before going down and soon, all of
them began throwing stones, clods, and twigs of wood without restraint across the wall, which
fell in the pond and over the plum trees. Nasreena stood near the crevice in the fence wall,
telling the others where Armaghaan and Sohraab were standing and asking them to aim it at
the plum trees, whose top branches were barely visible to them above the fence wall.
The plums were still green but as the stones hit them, the little shoots and branches
broke, and green plums fell and rolled on the ground. Armaghaan asked Hajerra to hurry home
as she walked slowly, holding the apricots, and eating two of them at the same time with her
cheeks swollen as if she was bitten by a wasp on both sides of her face. A wet clod broke on
her shoulder, and she walked away crying, throwing the apricots, and shutting the door
violently behind herself in protest. She said that she would tell her mother that the boys hit her
with a stone and did not give her apricots.
The two boys stood in the open, dodging the stones thrown across the wall. The stones
and clods fell in the grassy patch between the pond and the plum trees where the boys stood
and occasionally in the pond and thus, frightened the frogs too which croaked there endlessly
about their aquatic boredom. A little later, Sohraab’s black rooster came out through the garden
door and a rough stone rolled into its feet, making it squawk and run away as if its foot was
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hurt and Sohraab ran after it with concern, knowing well that if something happened to the
rooster, his father would thrash him for provoking the fight with Mazareen ’s children. The
rooster walked properly but it kept crowing, cautioning the hens gathered on the far opposite
of the garden. Nasreena spoke through the crevice in the wall,
“You will burn in hell because you steal apricots. The angels will fry you in oil.”
“When they come for me, I know where I will hide,” Sohraab replied.
The boys laughed and Armaghaan walked stealthily along the wall and threw a lump
of mud through the crevice. Nasreena, who had been spying through the crack, screamed and
cried as fragments of the mud went into her eyes and stained her face and already disheveled
hair.
As they fell more plums, Sohraab and Armaghaan followed in suit and aimed at the
apricot trees and the children pelted stones on each other’s trees, but more apricots and plumes
fell on either side. Only after Zarsanga came out and saw the stones falling there and across the
walls and the boys screaming and abusing, did the boys stop as she told them that her father
returned from the bazaar and that Mazareen’s wife had come, complaining of boys stealing
from their garden. The boys threw down their stones and ran down in the garden and came out
through a water hole to the mud road near the Godar Stream.
They laughed about the fight and the taunts they aimed at each other and spent the rest
of the morning, walking along the Godar Stream, and trying to catch the fries and fingerlings
with bare hands from the deeper parts of the stream. When they got tired of that, Armaghaan
suggested that they climb the mulberry trees close to the place where women washed their
clothes on the bank. A few other boys also followed them and together they screamed for a
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good while until an elderly man, who was passing by, asked them to come down and stop
making noise.
******
That day when Armaghaan returned home in the noon, his mother cautioned that she
would let his father know about the awful things he had been doing and make sure that he gets
beaten for his unruly behavior. Armaghaan didn’t tell his mother, but he knew that his father
would only advise him not to do bad things and besides, he didn’t beat him ever the way Zarbaat
Khan beat Sohraab a few times. More than his father, he feared Zarbaat and behaved well in
front of him.
Three days later, in the noon, Shandana asked Armaghaan to bring tomatoes from the
neighbor’s house for the curry. As usual, he refused to go but his mother came after him with
a broom, and he went running out, promising that he would bring the tomatoes. He went to the
neighbors’ house and got a few tomatoes and blue peppers which he did not ask for. He was
walking lazily and had forgotten about the apricots altogether until he passed before
Mazareen’s house and saw Nasreena with her two younger brothers, who were playing before
their house’s gate. Armaghaan walked by slowly, acting as if he did not know them at all until
one of the younger brothers pointed at him. Armaghaan pocketed the tomatoes and prepared
himself to run. Nasreena did not run after him and instead called on him and asked him why he
pelted stones at their apricots.
“Because you people hurt my sister with a stone,” He lied.
Nasreena came closer along with her brothers and Armaghaan did not run still. He
thought he could stand his ground and scare them away.
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“We hurled the stones later. You fell the apricots first and then, you abused us too.”
“But you people stole our plums last year and carrots too from our garden,” Armaghaan
said and started walking faster towards his home.
Nasreena ran after him and so did the two boys until they caught hold of him. She held
him by his collar and Armaghaan tried to wriggle himself free by throwing punches and slaps
in a circle, while the two boys kicked him. Nasreena asked his brothers to take out whatever
was in his pockets. Armaghaan tried to kick them away, but he could not wrestle himself free
from all three of them. One of the brothers couldn’t take the tomatoes out of his pocket so he
tried to squeeze them. The other brother got a hold of his chest pocket and pulled it forcefully
until the front of his Kameez tore open. Armaghaan managed to force himself free ran to his
home. Nasreena hurled abuses behind him, calling his mother nasty names.
Holding his torn pocket with one hand, Armaghaan placed the disfigured tomatoes in a
bowl in the kitchen and walked away to her mother’s room to change his shirt. But his mother
saw him as she came out of the room and asked him what happened to his pocket and his hair.
He said that he did not know.
“Did someone tear it in your dream then?” His mother asked.
She could guess that he had probably fought with someone. He looked into her eyes
and nodded his head with uncertainty, not knowing if that would trick her mother or not. His
mother saw that he was lying and bent down to take off her slipper and Armaghaan dashed
towards the garden.
“Where will you go at night? Your home is here,” His mother said.
******
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Armaghaan spent the late noon in the garden though he wanted to return home and eat
his lunch followed by tea, he feared that his mother would certainly beat him up. Then, Sohraab
came to the garden, looking for him, and the two escaped out of the garden by crawling through
a water hole in the garden wall and came on the other side near the Godar Stream. They walked
to Dashta where more Afghan Immigrants had settled due to the war. Although the Dashta
Land belonged to different families in Kashmala, it had stayed barren for decades, covered all
over with pampas grass and weeds, which were watered by the Godar Stream and rainwaters.
The immigrants, who came in the previous months, replaced their tents with small mud houses
that were not as well protected as the houses in Kashmala but those little houses gave refuge to
the immigrants. Some men of the immigrants’ families engaged in daily manual labor in
Kashmala and Wana and the few opened their little shops in Wana Bazaar.
Armaghaan didn’t know much about the war save that his father told him about a month
ago that very far, behind the Camel Mountain and many others, there was a place where people
were fighting, and the immigrants were escaping that. The immigrants looked and dressed
differently, especially their women, and Armaghaan heard from some boys that the immigrants
stole children from the families to get money in return. Armaghaan wasn’t sure if they abducted
children but since the boy who told him had heard from his parents, he didn’t know. He was
planning to ask the same thing from his father, but he hadn’t come home for two weeks. He
also heard that a few boys beat up an immigrant near the stream a few days back for stealing a
goat but later, they found out that the goat belonged to him.
Armaghaan and Sohraab feared the immigrants but the only reason they walked to
Dashta was that the people of Kashmala, especially men, walked around in the afternoon, so
they didn’t fear getting abducted. Once they got close to Dashta, Armaghaan and Sohraab could
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see that there were dozens of new tents being raised. The men dug holes for wood pillars and
made shades by putting wood sticks and pampas grass on top of them. The children, scantily
dressed, ran here and there in the Dashta, and the women helped carry the luggage in. Their
dogs and cattle also stayed close by the tents.
“How do their cattle never get mixed up?” Armaghaan exclaimed.
The families had raised their little mud houses and tents very close to each other and
their goats and sheep walked around.
“The women are wearing so many things. The nose rings are too big,” Sohraab said
while looking at a woman who was pulling a goat to tie it to a dead tree stump.
“Maybe we will marry you to one,” Armaghaan said.
“I am not going to marry ever,” Sohraab said.
“Why?” Armaghaan asked.
Sohraab didn’t say anything.
They stayed there for a while, looking at the families, and as the afternoon shadows
stretched, they began walking home. Close to Godar Stream, they came across two immigrant
boys with raw apples.
“Where did you steal that from?” Sohraab asked.
Armaghaan didn’t say anything and stood close by.
“Who are you to ask anything?” One of the boys said.
Sohraab looked at Armaghaan, making sure that he would stand by him if they began
fighting.
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“Did you steal them from our garden?” Sohraab asked.
Armaghaan knew they couldn’t have stolen anything from their garden, but Sohraab
was trying to trap them. The two boys began walking away and Sohraab slapped away an apple
from the hand of one of the boys. The older of the two turned around and pushed Sohraab away
and said something which they couldn’t understand. Armaghaan jumped forth and pushed one
and held the other by his color. The younger boy ran away. Sohraab kicked the older one and
they took his apples. A few older boys from Kashmala who knew Armaghaan and Sohraab
separated them and asked the immigrant boy to run home. Armaghaan and Sohraab ate the
apples and returned to their garden through the water hole in the garden.
******
In the evening, Armaghaan was surprised when he sat with his mother, Zarmeena, and
Hajerra at the Dastar-Khwan for the dinner and didn’t get rebuked although his mother had
threatened him that no matter what he would return home at the end of the day. He helped his
mother in picking up the utensils after the meal and filled the jug of water for Zarmeena, trying
to make a good impression. He was taking the evening tea after the meal and teasing Hajerra
that there was a monster in the lumber room when Zarbaat called his name from the courtyard.
His heart skipped a beat as the call sounded harsh and he left his cup of tea unfinished and
walked to where Zarbaat was standing with Sohraab and holding a stick in his hand. The
darkness has spread across the village and the house was covered in darkness save the lanterns
hanging from the walls and the ones which women in the house carried around to finish their
late evening chores.
“Who tore your pocket?” Zarbaat put his stick on Armaghaan’s chest.
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Armaghaan told him the whole story without mentioning that Nasreena began fighting
with him in the first place because he stole their apricots.
“Why did you both steal the apricots?” Zarbaat asked. Both of them stood silent,
looking down at their feet.
“Why did you beat the boy near the stream today?” Zarbaat asked.
Armaghaan didn’t know how he could have known that unless one of the young men,
who separated them, must have told him. Again, they remained silent and didn’t say anything.
Zarbaat asked them to lie down with their backs up. Armaghaan apologized and sought
forgiveness and promised never to steal anything or beat anyone. Zarbaat screamed at him and
asked him to lie down. He beat them with the stick on their buttocks until they were crying
nonstop. Reshama came out of her room and asked her husband to let them go but Shandana,
who was watching, insisted that they need to be punished more so that they stop being
mischievous. After the beating, Armaghaan returned to his mother’s room and went to bed
without saying anything although Hajerra kept asking him if it hurt. While he cried himself to
sleep, Armaghaan was angry at Zarbaat and wished that if his father was at home, he wouldn’t
have gotten beaten like that.
******
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CHAPTER SEVEN

After the evening meal, the children gathered on their charpoys in the courtyard, away
from the overbearing apricot tree, which nurtured another night in its shade, far darker and
burdened with the familiar stench of moist dreams. Zarmeena had asked Shandana and
Reshama not to put the charpoys under the trees as spirits gathered in the shade after sunset
and suffocated those who encroached on their nocturnal territory. The parents except Zarmeena
slept inside their rooms throughout the year but the children complained about heat and
mosquitoes as soon as green apricots appeared on trees and a golden hue spread through the
wheat fields. They slept in the courtyard under open, starry-eyed skies. Zarmeena, their
grandmother, slept near Hajerra and castigated the others, Armaghaan, Zarsanga, and Sohraab,
every night because they wouldn’t sleep but keep talking.
Armaghaan brought the milk in a saucepan to the kitchen as her mother asked for it.
Hajerra followed and brought the utensils to the dingy kitchen. Armaghaan saw that her mother
tried to scratch the embers in the mud stove, but they wouldn’t catch fire and she was already
holding her kidney as it was hurting. He bent down and puffed into the embers until they
glowed and bright, little sparks flew up from them. He left her mother by the milk, waiting for
it to boil up, and returned to the courtyard after bringing out the charpoys and their mats and
blankets. He lied down in his bed without raising the mosquito nets yet because he didn’t like
them.
After a while, Zarsanga brought out charpoys for herself and Sohraab and began setting
up nets around them. Sohraab came out of their room, counting marbles again, and sat in his
bed. Armaghaan joked that his marbles wouldn’t hatch babies if he keeps counting them over
and over. Zarsanga asked Sohraab to get up and help her set nets on their beds, but he refused
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to. All of them knew that Sohraab was playing marbles all day long and since he had grown
quite good at it, some of the boys had stopped playing with him altogether.
Zarsanga saw Armaghaan rubbing his feet. She asked him if she should raise the net on
his bed too and got up to fix the bamboo sticks around the charpoy.
“Why can’t you sit down? You saw that I was laying calmly,” Armaghaan complained.
“You can keep laying down. Nobody is throwing you out of your bed,” Zarsanga said.
“But I didn’t ask for it and you got up yourself to put me into this cage?” Armaghaan
said.
“Once you get malaria, you won’t cry like a baby,” Zarsanga said.
“You are my sweet. Go and bring me some salt too. The mosquitoes bit me, and my
feet are itching badly,” Armaghaan flattered her.
“Go and get it yourself. I am not your servant. Laying in your bed as if you have cut
down a tree,” she said.
“What do you know? We climbed the grey mountains today. Every bone in my body is
tired. I could sleep for five days straight now,” Armaghaan said.
“Why didn’t you take me with you?” Sohraab stopped counting his marbles.
“Because you are a baby and you complain a lot and you fight with the boys too,”
Armaghaan said and Zarsanga laughed.
Sohraab called his mother, complaining that Zarsanga was making fun of him and
laughing at him.
“That is why I didn’t take you along because you cry all the time. See, you are doing it
again,” Armaghaan said.
Sohraab calmed down and resumed counting his marbles and Reshama didn’t answer
from her lamp-lit room.
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“Where is Hajerra?” Zarsanga asked and then, called her loudly, “Hajerra, where are
you?”
“I am here. Have you seen these moths?” Hajerra said from within her mother’s room.
“Are you going to eat them? They are dead,” Zarsanga said.
Armaghaan laughed and saw Zarsanga disappear into his mother’s room after Hajerra.
He heard them talk about the moths kissing the lantern glass and falling. Armaghaan called
from his charpoy and said that he wanted to see them too. Armaghaan came out from his
mosquito cage, went to the kitchen, and took a pinch of salt from the tin bottle placed in the
pantry along with bottles filled with spices, sugar, jaggery, and tea leaves. He wetted the salt
with his spit and rubbed it on the itching spots. His mother was still sitting there by the stove,
waiting for the few embers to heat the milk.
Armaghaan went to his mother’s room and saw Hajerra and Zarsanga, sitting before the
lamp in the pitch-black room. Hajerra’s hair was falling on her face, while she was collecting
moths beside the lamp. Their shadows darkened the entire room and as they moved around the
lamp, parts of the bed and the hook rack against which their parents’ clothes were hanging
appeared and disappeared. The three of them sat there, looking at the moths getting themselves
burnt. Zarsanga lifted the glass from the lamp, but the moths kept kissing the flame.
“There is so much tonight,” Zarsanga said.
“I know why they burn themselves in fire,” Armaghaan said.
“Yes, you were once a moth yourself. That is why,” Zarsanga mocked him.
“Once a moth encountered a ladybird in the evening. The moth found the ladybird very
beautiful. The ladybird was afraid that it was getting dark, and she couldn’t find a way to her
home. The moth consoled her and told her that he would bring fire for her to illuminate her
path. He went away to bring fire. Meanwhile, a firefly passed by and found the ladybird
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dejected. The firefly lighted its tail and asked the moth what was making her worried. Then,
the firefly escorted the ladybird home. The moth could not bring the light. Since then, every
evening, the moths return to lamps and fires to gather some light and take it to the ladybird but
they always fail,” Armaghaan said.
“What a foul lie? It smells like shit and I can smell it here in the door,” Sohraab said,
who was standing in the door.
“Maybe you should start washing your bottom, so that you will not smell shit
everywhere,” Armaghaan said, “Your mother told me this story.”
“Insects do not talk to each other. Do they?” Hajerra asked, surprised.
“I do not know. But if you see ants, they embrace each other every time two of them
meet while coming from opposite directions,” Zarsanga said.
Zarsanga gathered the moths from Hajerra’s hand and went outside, under the apricot
tree, to bury them.
Zarmeena, their grandma, asked them what they were doing under the tree and asked
them to get away from under the tree. She often rebuked them for playing and walking under
the tree and told them that the spirits might possess them because they also slept under the trees
at night. Hajerra went to her grandmother, asked her if she had taken her medicine, and
snuggled in the same bed with her.
“If the bed was only a little larger, I’d have slept with you,” Hajerra said.
Zarmeena kissed her on her hair and asked her to sleep because it was getting late.
Armaghaan went towards the kitchen and smelt the burning odor of milk. His mother was
taking down the boiling saucepan of milk with her dupatta and the embers were sizzling under
the pan. Armaghaan wanted to go away but went inside the kitchen and sat on a mud seat,
which mother plastered with white soil almost every month anew. He had seen his mother
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talking to Reshama and crying in the afternoon. He wanted to ask his mother if she was feeling
pain in her kidneys again although he knew she did.
“What do you want?”, Shandana asked sternly, suspecting that Armaghaan wanted tea.
“Do you feel pain in your kidneys again?” Armaghaan asked, looking up at the soft
silhouette of his mother’s face in the kitchen where there was no lamp beside the embers and
wood fire.
She got up, picked the saucepan with her dupatta around the corners, and left the kitchen
without saying a word.
******
The moon rose from behind the black mountain, and it looked like a tortilla that had
been eaten from the corners. It ascended in the sky until it rose above the apricot tree and turned
the whole village bright with its moonlight. A cat passed by under the beds, making its way to
the kitchen, and was chased away by the yellow male cat out of the house. They hissed and
growled for a while and then their voices went silent. Almost everyone had fallen asleep and
there was a silence which was disturbed by occasional whiffs of wind, the barks of stray dogs,
and the crickets which rasped with abandon.
Hajerra had already slept and Sohraab was snoring close by. Zarsanga came to her bed
after having washed her mother’s utensils in the dark, although her mother asked her often to
wash them in the morning sunlight. She often told her that she couldn’t sleep knowing that
something was left undone. She saw Armaghaan squirming and turning around in his bed,
pointing his fingers at the star.
“Are you counting stars?” Zarsanga asked.
“Yes,” Armaghaan said. “When I can’t sleep, I count the stars. There are a few who
keep running through, while the rest blink there all night long.”
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“Do not count them. You will grow freckles and moles on your skin,” Zarsanga said.
“How?” Armaghaan asked.
“Yes, I used to count them and grew freckles on my hand. My mother asked me not to
count them.”
Soon, Zarsanga went silent and Armaghaan could hear her breath. He wanted to eat
something, maybe an apple or something but he feared going into his mother’s room because
she sensed moved too easily and he didn’t want to be screamed at and chastised so late at night.
******
There was a loud knock on the main gate. Shandana got up from her bed, still feeling
her kidney pain, and couldn’t find her slippers in the dark. She went barefoot out of her room
and heard Zarbaat going to see who had come knocking so late on their front door. A few
moments later, Shandana heard her husband Roshaan talking to Zarbaat and then he came to
her room, saying that he hadn’t eaten the evening meal. With her aching kidney, which
disallowed her to bend or move too much, Shandana went to the kitchen with a lantern and
warmed the curry left from the evening meal. She cooked tortillas from the dough made for the
next day’s breakfast and put the kettle on the smoking fire for a cup of tea.
After she put the curry and tortillas before her husband in the lamp’s light, she went out
to fill the jug with water from the pitcher under the apricot tree. He ate his meal silently. After
her husband finished the meal and slurped his tea, she gathered away from the utensils and
climbed into the bed. She heard him walk out of the room and open the garden gate and then
close it after a while. When he returned, Shandana pretended to be asleep, and he climbed
behind her into the bed. He touched her back and said,
“Something is again flaring up within you?”
She moved and said, “No.” She lied.
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He pushed his hand under her Kameez, moving upwards to her chest, but she stopped
his hands, and he said,
“Why are you not talking to me then?” He asked.
“What’s there to talk about?” She replied and pushed his hand out of her Kameez.
He touched her thighs and tried to make her turn her face towards him, but she wrangled
herself free and refused.
“Do not make me wake up the whole family now?” He said in a low, threatening voice.
“You do not come home for days and then you want to do that? What about me? Hajerra
asks about you several times a day,” she said, with a voice loud enough to reach the courtyard
outside.
“Don’t be loud now and turn around,” he softened for a moment.
“I have severe kidney pain. Let me sleep,” she said.
“Go out of the room. I do not want you in here,” Roshaan said.
Shandana kept laying there until she felt a kick in her back and was pushed down the
bed. It has been for a few weeks that she suffered headaches and kidney pain and when Roshaan
would come home once in a while for the night, Shandana would refuse to let him touch her
and the two would fight. She uttered a repressed gasp and walked out of the room without her
slippers. She brought her pillow along and in front of her room, she spread the Mazari Palm
and laid down on that. She covered herself with her dupatta from the mosquitoes and
whimpered silently.
In the courtyard, everybody had slept except Armaghaan who barely heard the
conversation inside and then saw his mother coming outside and laying down on the mat. He
was feeling sad for his mother but did not go and talk to his mother because he knew she would
be furious at him. He didn’t like when his father beat up his mother, but he didn’t know why
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they fought all the time and blamed his mother in his heart because she cursed him and fought
him all the time.
The following morning, Armaghaan was sitting in the kitchen, when Shandana returned
from milking the cow. She prepared breakfast for her children and her husband. When
Armaghaan took the breakfast on a tortillero to his father, Roshaan told him that his mother
should go to her parents’ house. He returned to the kitchen and told her mother that his father
wanted her to go away. After they took their breakfasts and changed their clothes, Shandana
tied clothes for herself, Hajerra, and Armaghaan in a bundle, and the three left for her parents’
house.
******
As they walked on a goat path, crossing a wheat field near Shandana’s parent’s house,
Armaghaan saw a blue-throat, hopping on a lower branch of an apple tree, which stood among
dozen others in the middle of a lush green, wheat field. Shandana held him by hand and tried
to stop him, but he wriggled himself free and she said,
“Do not go into the wheat field. They will beat you.”
But he went forth, holding a stone in the leather pouch of his catapult, and ducked down
in the wheat, approaching the apple tree without ruffling the crop and making noise. Hajerra
held the hem of her mother’s clothes and didn’t say anything but looked at her brother disappear
in the wheat, seeing the movement of wheat spikes alone, while her mother walked away
towards her parent’s house.
A few yards away from the Blue-throat, still perching on the apple tree, Armaghaan
raised amid the wheat plants, spotted the Blue-throat between the catapult’s fork, and shot at
it. The bird tumbled down with its wings spread and Armaghaan did not see if he hit the branch
of an apple tree or the legs of the bird itself. Armaghaan hurried after the bird in excitement,
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trampling the wheat, and left a trail. As he reached under the apple tree, he looked for the bird
amid the grasses, which had grown at the bottom of the wheat stalks, and couldn’t spot it. He
had never killed a bird before although he had been shooting at birds, glass bottles, and stone
marks for a good while. After a while, he grew hopeless and was about to leave the field, when
he heard the crazy, elderly farmer who sauntered around his garden day and night, fearing that
the children and youngsters might steal his apples and pomegranates.
There was a rumor that once the apples approached ripening season, the crazy farmer
would stay all night long, guarding the trees, because that’s when the youngsters of Kashmala
went around frolicking, stealing fruits even if they had the same apples and apricots in their
gardens. He used to curse in vulgar ways and carried a long knife in his pocket, which he would
exhibit before the children, whenever they crossed the garden through the goat path and run
after them to their homes if they plucked apples or pomegranates. He wouldn’t go back and
keep knocking on their doors until he had talked to their elders about the fruits stolen from his
garden.
“Who is trampling my wheat? Come out now,” the farmer called again. But nobody
came out.
“If I catch you, I will fuck you and your mother,” he said.
Someone in the nearby gardens fired at Common Starlings with a shotgun and a flock
of Starlings, flapping their wings, cruised above. Feeling scared, Armaghaan stayed down and
didn’t move until the farmer walked downwards in the garden, spewing his vicious abuses, and
once he was out of the earshot, Armaghaan traversed the wheat field like a goat on his limbs,
and sprinted and jumped over the cleft in the garden wall and ran to his maternal grandmother
Sherenai’s house. He wanted to tell Hajerra, to the boys and girls there, to everybody he knew
that he had killed a bird, but he felt sad that he could not find it. He feared he would be mocked
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off for lying because he had never killed a bird before and now although he knew that he did,
he had nothing to show for it.
******
The house of Shandana’s parents stood to the north of Kashmala. Like most of the
families in the village, they had their garden attached to their house and expanded over a large
area, with some clay mounds overgrown with weeds, a few ditches where rainwaters stagnated,
and plain plots which could be plowed for crops. All over their garden, especially over the
ridges between plots, around the ditches and the mounds, they had grown dozens of fruitcarrying trees of various kinds, ranging from apricots and mulberries to plums and persimmons.
There were also a couple of trees, which didn’t bear any fruit and were cut down every few
years for firewood and building structures. Beyond the garden, since it lay on the edge of
Kashmala, there was a steppe, covered with rubble and bushes, which stretched over miles to
the green mountains.
Sherenai – Armaghaan’s maternal grandmother had six daughters – all of them married
with Shandana being the youngest and most miserable – and a son – Gulbadin – who had built
himself a room in the garden. He had married a few years ago for a few months before his wife
left him because he used to beat her and since then he had refused to marry again though his
mother tried to tempt his son into another marriage. In the garden, beside his bedroom, he had
also set up a shack for his lambs that he fattened and a mud-kennel for his dog.
When they reached her mother’s house, Shandana went inside with her mother and
Hajerra began bathing with the other young girls in the pond guarded on all sides by a dense
shadow of mulberry trees. The floor under the trees was filled with squashed and intact black
and white mulberries. Someone had drawn human figures with black mulberries on the mud
wall beside the pond and they looked like people made of dark wooden sticks. Armaghaan
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climbed the tallest mulberry tree and sat there, whistling and making bird-like noises and one
of the little boys in the pond wondered what kind of a bird was making noises above since
Armaghaan was sheltered by thick layers of branches and leaves.
******
It has been almost two weeks since Shandana came to her parent's house along with her
children and she had begun worrying that her husband didn’t send someone to ask for her to
come back and she was still standing her ground, unwilling to return on her own and capitulate
though she feared she would have too eventually. Her mother has already begun telling her to
compromise for her children’s sake and Gulbadin didn’t treat her like she deserved to stay in
her parents’ house. Armaghaan and Hajerra, on the other hand, were enjoying themselves with
the neighborhood kids and spent the days taking baths several times a day in the pond and
eating all sorts of fruits from the garden. Armaghaan had befriended Afnaan, a boy who was
older than him by a few years and belonged to the extended family of Gulbadin. The two talked
about birds and nests, played marbles together, and flew kites in the afternoon.
One day, while the other boys were not around, Afnaan asked Armaghaan if they could
go hunting birds on their own beyond the family’s garden in the steppe and near the Karez.
Although Shandana has insisted that they must not go out during the noon, when the sun glared
down mercilessly and take a nap like the elders, Armaghaan came out of the house with the
excuse of peeing. He insisted that they must ask a few other boys to go along with them, but
Afnaan made excuses and didn’t want to ask anyone else and insisted that if the two went alone,
they can kill the birds for themselves without crowding the steppe. He agreed and went with
Afnaan for hunting birds.
“Have you killed a bird today?” Afnaan asked.
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“I just shot one the other day, but the crazy farmer came screaming and I had to leave
it there,” Armaghaan said with pride, not showing that it was weeks ago, and it was the only
bird he ever shot.
They walked out of the family’s garden into the steppe and went close to the plateaushaped area where the Karez tunnels delivered water. At the bottom of the Karez, the water
came up to the surface into a little pond, covered with a few mulberry trees and some weeds.
Sometimes, the young men of Kashmala came there during the summer to take showers since
the water was cooler than the Godar Stream and they could smoke hash without being exposed
to people walking around.
A Pakiraka flew from the feet of Armaghaan as they mostly build their nests in dry
grass on the ground amid weeds. Afnan shot at it casually in the air and hit the bird several
yards away. Afnan laughed and Armaghaan was impressed, telling him,
“That’s what I told you. They would not stay for my shot; otherwise, I hardly ever
miss.”
Afnan went ahead, lifted the bird, and pulled away from its head.
“We can’t cook this one. Can we?” Armaghaan asked.
They went down to the Karez and drank water from there. While they were drinking
water, a flock of starlings came and sit in the tree right behind their backs. The flock covered
the whole tree like a dark cloud. The birds moved and it looked as if the tree had itself come to
life. Afnan shot into a heavy-laden branch of birds and the birds flew away, seeming for a
moment as if they were going to carry away the tree along. Armaghaan screamed as he went
to the backside of the tree. He held a starling, with its left leg wounded and looking around
innocently.
“We shouldn’t cut its head and tie its legs. It can stay alive,” Armaghaan said.
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Afnaan let Armaghaan have the starling, and the latter talked excitedly about the white
dots on its skin and asked if the starlings could learn to speak like parrots and mynahs. They
heard someone talking and Afnaan asked him to stop talking and the two walked back across
the steppe towards the family’s garden. Armaghaan suggested that they return home since it
was time for the noon prayer, and they were already tired, but Afnaan insisted on staying by
the tail of the garden for a while though they weren’t hunting birds anymore. Armaghaan was
standing beside a mulberry tree and caressing the wounded starling in his hands when Afnaan
came close and tried to pull down his shalwar. Armaghaan was surprised and asked him what
he was doing.
“It is okay. I am just playing,” Afnaan said and touched Armaghaan below his navel,
and kept smiling as if he was playing a prank.
Armaghaan pushed him away and asked him to stop. Afnaan pulled down his shalwar
and asked him that they could touch each other, and it was fine. Armaghaan refused to do so
and tried to hand the starling to him. Afnaan let the starling fall and scurry away and instead
held Armaghaan by the hand and tried to touch himself with his hand. Armaghaan jerked his
hand and walked away. He had hardly gone a hundred yards into the garden, while Afnaan
pulled up his shalwar and kept calling after him to wait when Gulbadin appeared between the
trees. Armaghaan told him what Afnaan did and saw Gulbadin hurry after Afnaan. Armaghaan
saw from a distance as Afnaan made excuses and that he was joking but Gulbadin broke a stick
from a tree and began thrashing him until he had to run away. Once Gulbadin let go of Afnaan
screaming, Armaghaan walked away to Sherenai’s house and kept himself inside the house
over the following three days. He kept asking his mother that his father wouldn’t come for
them, so they must return to their home on their own.
******
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CHAPTER EIGHT

It was late in the evening and the sun had rolled down behind the Camel Mountains in
the West, when Armaghaan walked into the garden with his catapult, holding a stone in the
pouch, and ready to shoot a bird at the first sight. He walked slowly, making as little noise as
possible with his feet moving between the green grass that had grown on the ridges around the
golden, wheat crop. As he moved, grasshoppers and locusts jumped from his feet and the shrill
chirping of the crickets would stop for a few movements and once he had passed their nests in
the ground, they would resume their endless noise.
Just when he was about to move around a corner, Armaghaan casually kicked the shrub
of pampas grass and a quail flew off, its thick wings making a fluffy sound, and knocked itself
against the fence wall of the garden with a thud. Armaghaan had heard before that the quails,
which fly low above the ground, often knock themselves against trees and walls, when they
end up in closed spaces like gardens, but he never believed it. He went running and rummaged
in the grass below the willow tree and caught the scared quail. He could feel its tiny heart
beating against his palm, while he held it firmly and went running home to show it to Hajerra
and Zarsanga.
******
Armaghaan was sitting with the young boys of Kashmala village in the tree shade
opposite the local government school and negotiating the price of a quail that he captured the
previous evening in their garden with bare hands. Sitting in the shade, Armaghaan exaggerated
to the boys how the quail spent the entire night singing in the cage, and how her mother was
angry that the quail did not allow her to sleep at night. But the boys were not convinced and
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kept telling him that the quail looks sad and was probably a female because it had not made a
sound once in front of them. Armaghaan had also brought a little pocket mirror to show how
the quail would start attacking its reflection in the mirror. He knew that those quails which
could fight were considered expensive.
While he was trying to make the quail kick and attack itself in the mirror, the main gate
of the local school blew up with a loud blast and small bits of brick and concrete fell a few
yards away from where the boys were sitting under the trees. Some of the boys screamed and
others ran away, behind the trees. Armaghaan put the mirror and the quail into his side pockets
and went behind the larger mulberry tree, trying to figure out if it was an earthquake or someone
pushed the main gate of the school from the other side, but he could not explain the white
smoke that spread around the fallen gate. One of the little boys said,
“It was a lightning strike.”
Armaghaan slapped him lightly on the back of his head and asked,
“Look at the skies. Is there a cloud that we do not see?”
Another boy confirmed him and said,
“Since when the light has started striking from the ground up”?
Armaghaan added, “It is the thieves. They are tired of stealing cattle, so now they are
blowing up gates.”
In a few moments, men from the nearby gardens and fields gathered, Armaghaan
included, and stood before the gate that had its iron plates torn halfway through like clothes cut
haphazardly with scissors. Since the school remained closed most of the time, nobody was hurt
due to the blast. The fragrance of musk lingered in the air for a long while. Armaghaan made
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his way out of the crowd and went running home, excited to tell everyone at home what
happened in the school, and held his pocket with one hand so that the quail won’t fly out.
Since the previous fall, Kashmala village was harassed by a bunch of petty thieves who
felt no hesitation in stealing anything that could be sold or consumed. They had stolen stuff
ranging from jewelry to hens and cheese. When the first snows fell, about half a dozen cows
and sheep were stolen in the dead of nights so cold that anyone would be discouraged by the
idea of sticking their head out of their blankets let alone their wooden doors but the thieves,
probably young men were not spurned by the cold. They stole cattle and compelled several
families to drink black tea and eat tasteless lunches without yogurt and buttermilk.
By the time, the wheat crops ripened, and the apples reddened, the thieves had turned
to fruit crates and the village shops. The talk of thieves and stealing stuff made thrilling
conversations and everyone conjectured who the thieves might be. Some said that they came
from the neighboring villages at night; others presumed that there were no thieves as such, but
the people of Kashmala were taking revenge against each other in the dead of the night without
owning up to their actions. Then even one of the Chieftain’s properties was not safe. He had
been using the school as a guesthouse for more than a decade. He was not loved by many and
feared by many more. Over the previous decades, he had decided many land and honor disputes
in Kashmala and Wana and those arbitrary decisions, motivated by bribes, personal interests,
and momentary whims left him with many enemies. But none of them could dare attack him in
the daylight, given his manpower and resources, but they could vent their revenge on the school
buildings and the gate whenever they felt like it.
******
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The following day, Armaghaan escorted his mother to her parent's house and took the
quail in his pocket. The sons of the Chieftain had come calling upon Shandana’s brother
Gulbadin and accused him of being the perpetrator, who attacked the school and blew up the
gate. Since Gulbadin was not at home then, the men pushed his elderly father around and
threatened that they would break his son’s bones and demolish their house if they get their
hands on him. People in the village talked about how the school did not belong to them since
the government had paid them money for the land on which the school was built but the
Chieftain did not let go of his land and claimed it for himself without anyone stopping him.
Before they left for the grandparents’ house on foot, Shandana asked Armaghaan to
leave the quail in the cage, “You have been handling the poor bird for two days. It looks like a
worn-out sock now.” But Armaghaan wanted to show it to everybody, and the quail had
become the focus of his mind. He even dreamt about quails at night. He told his mother in the
morning over breakfast that he dreamt about hundreds of quails in their garden, and they could
not fly away but only ran around and he filled his cage and pockets with them, and they sang
so much. He said that he hoped a flock of quails would come to their garden and he would
catch as many as possible. Zarsanga laughed at his naivete and said,
“It looks like you will turn into a quail yourself.”
“If I could fly, I’d go very far,” Armaghaan said. He threw more grains into the tiny
bucket, which he had fitted inside the quail’s cage.
“A cat will feast on your quail soon,” Shandana said.
Armaghaan did not respond but he thought to himself that he must remain vigilant
because his mother might open the cage in his absence and let the bird fly away, which was
one of the reasons why he insisted on carrying the quail everywhere.
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******
Shandana was worried about her father’s health already and was grieved that her brother
as usual had done one more thing to make the lives of their parents miserable. When she
reached her parents’ house, her mother shed a few tears when she saw her daughter and cursed
her son and wished like she always did that had she not bore the idiot son, they would have
been spared the shame and dishonor. The mother could complain and curse Gulbuddin in front
of her daughters only but before her sisters-in-law and the rest of the village, she always stood
by her son and disclaimed,
“Why do you hate my son so much? He has neither killed your sons nor run away with
your daughters yet.”
The village women brought up his son quite often and complained how he sold weed
and hashish to their husbands and got into scuffles with people, and many men avoided him,
even the elders because he was volatile and would cock his gun even if someone made a little
joke at his cost.
Armaghaan left his mother among her sisters and the other women who had gathered
from their neighbors. It has been a while since he had stopped listening to the women after his
father asked him not to believe everything the women talked about and cried about. The women
talked over and over about Gulbadin and then complained about their husbands, in-laws, and
children and Armaghaan obeyed his father in his heart and went out.
He walked into Gulbadin’s garden, looking for the nests of doves after putting his quail
in a little cage that he had brought along from home. His mother had told him before that when
she was little, there were so many nests of doves and other birds in her parents’ gardens but
since new houses were built all the time and the young boys carried catapults everywhere, the
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doves didn’t come to the gardens as often. Armaghaan was convinced though that if he could
find one dove or maybe a mynah and teach it how to speak, it would be worth several hens.
Shandana did not understand why his son was obsessed with birds and rebuked him often for
going around and feeling the bottoms of hens to feel whether it would lay an egg or not.
Roshaan had also asked him not to bother with hens or cattle either, but he hadn’t taken that
part of the advice to his heart yet.
He had been in the garden only a few times, especially in the last few years, and
preferred not going there because he feared his uncle Gulbadin. Also, Gulbadin had room to
sleep inside her parents’ house, but he lived in the garden with his room built in the middle of
it. Since the scuffle between Gulbadin’s father and the sons of the village chieftain, Gulbadin
hadn’t returned home and Armaghaan assumed that Gulbadin might have left the village
altogether. Armaghaan also knew that his mother and Gulbadin didn’t like each other and
hardly cared about each other although the latter hadn’t extended the resentment to Armaghaan
yet. Armaghaan also remembered one time when an elderly boy from the neighborhood took
him farther than the garden and unfastened his shalwar before him and Gulbadin appeared
miraculously behind the trees and asked Armaghaan to run home and then beat the other boy
with a long stick on his butt. Armaghaan never told his mother what happened that day but
since then, he understood what Gulbadin did, and thus, his fear of Gulbadin was sweetened, to
say, with a hope that he wouldn’t harm him.
Armaghaan walked around the garden, ducking under the densely grown trees, and
looking for the nests among the tree branches that had grown into each other like the hair of
several women tied into each other. Near the mulberry trees at the bottom of their garden, where
pampas grass had grown under the trees themselves, he crawled under the grass shrubs and the
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tree, and then heard a bang of the shotgun, and there came falling several starlings a few trees
away from him. Armaghaan stayed there, his ears ringing; he felt shocked and did not know
what just happened. In a few moments, he crawled out from under the tree branches and shrubs
and looked around to see who dared to shoot birds in the garden until he saw Gulbadin, holding
a shotgun. Gulbadin asked him to crawl under the trees and shrubs and bring out the birds.
“I had come with my mother. She asked me to look for mulberries in the garden,”
Armaghaan began explaining himself although Gulbadin didn’t ask for it. He was frazzled and
felt his throat drying up before he could finish the sentence.
“You know the weather of mulberries has passed a month ago,” Gulbadin said.
Armaghaan brought out three common starlings. Two had already died and the third
one was shot in the wing and could have escaped but the shock of the gunshot didn’t allow it.
Gulbadin took out a knife from his pocket and asked him to hold the starlings while he cut their
heads without saying the prayers as his father and uncle did before slaughtering any bird or
animal. Gulbadin asked him to take the starlings to his house and asked the women to cook
them for him. Armaghaan walked slowly with the three birds, holding them by their legs, and
once he hid away from Gulbuddin’s sight, he went running to their house, feeling relieved that
he did not get a spanking from his fiery and mysterious uncle. He was surprised that everyone
in the family thought that he had gone somewhere but out of nowhere he appeared in his garden
and shot down birds for his lunch.
Later, when Armaghaan brought the meal for Gulbadin, he got to see his garden room
from the inside for the first time. There was a pungent smell in the air and Gulbadin was
smoking a cigarette rolled in corn husks. Armaghaan remembered hearing from other boys that
his uncle grew cannabis and sold it to others, which is why people stayed away from him and
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feared him. Armaghaan placed the plates, tortillero, and the container with roasted starlings on
the Dastarkhwan and was about to walk back, when Gulbadin called him outside, poured water
to help wash his hands, and asked him to share the meal with him. Armaghaan said that his
mother was waiting for him, but Gulbadin insisted and Armaghaan had to come back inside
and sit with him on the Mazari Palm mat in his room and eat with him.
Armaghaan felt the morsels going into his back and ate slowly and Gulbadin asked him
about his father and whether he beat up Shandana or not. His mother and father fought often,
and he hated it when he would find her face or hands bruised but Shandana had cautioned
Armaghaan to never say anything in front of his parents and siblings least of all to Gulbadin,
who hated Roshaan even before they wed their sister to him. Gulbadin knew the village
profligates inside and out and he had tried to stop his parents from marrying her sister to marry
Roshaan, but the parents did not listen and wedded her away, saying that Roshaan had a
respectable family and besides, all young boys do mischievous things in their youth but once
married, they recover from liking boys and become responsible men. Neither Roshaan stopped
liking boys, nor did he become more caring towards Shandana, and neither did Gulbadin begin
treating her sister better, but the latter still hated Roshaan and his ways. When they had finished
the meal, Gulbadin asked Armaghaan if their apples were ripened. Armaghaan said that the
apples were not completely ripe, but they were softer than before.
The following morning, Armaghaan found his quail dead in the cage although he had
put enough grains and water for it. When he took out the dead bird, he saw an army of ants
running all over the quail’s body. He took the quail to the garden and threw it away and cried
for a while in the garden and did not know whom to blame for the demise of his favorite bird.
His mother asked him that they would return home that day and only on the way back, did she
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notice that the cage was empty and that Armaghaan was heartbroken. He barely ate a little in
the evening and went to sleep early, saying that he felt nauseated though he wouldn’t admit
that he was sad after the bird.
******
A week later, not knowing what to do next, Armaghaan still yearned for the doves from
Gulbadin’s garden and since Gulbadin had casually asked about their apples, he gathered some
fallen apples and plucked a few ripe ones from the top and decided to carry them to Gulbadin.
He thought that he could ask Gulbadin if he could check the nests of doves in their garden as
he couldn’t do that the last time and maybe Gulbadin would allow him to do so.
Instead of going inside the house and meeting his grandparents first, Armaghaan went
straight to Gulbadin’s room in the garden. Outside his room, he heard that several men were
sitting inside the room and the same pungent smell lingered in the air. Armaghaan peeked
around the door’s corner and Gulbadin saw him and called him angrily. Armaghaan came
inside and showed that he had brought apples. Gulbadin asked him to leave the apples and go
away. Armaghaan went home sullen and frustrated that he mistook Gulbadin’s gesture the other
day and resumed the earlier perception that he was a reprehensible man.
When Armaghaan returned from Gulbadin’s garden in the afternoon, he heard that his
father and mother were fighting again. His mother was complaining that she needed to see a
doctor and that she couldn’t break the firewood since the logs were still wet and that he rarely
came home and showed his face only once or twice a month. Roshaan, Armaghaan’s father
said that if she were tired of staying in her house, she could go and stay at her parents’ house.
Shandana said that she would and never come back. Armaghaan heard everything behind the
door and felt as if for years his parents had been fighting the same fight over and over like a
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nightmare that returned. The more they fought and hurt each other, the more detached
Armaghaan grew from them though he still looked up to his father because he listened to him
once in a while and didn’t control him too much. While they were fighting, Armaghaan heard
a slap, and someone being pushed onto the bed and a few moments later his father came out
foaming and abusing, saying that he cannot get any peace at home. Hajerra returned from
playing with her friends at the same moment and Armaghaan told her that they would go to the
garden and make dolls out of clay. He returned soon to see his mother and found her huddling
in the bed like a baby, hair all over her face and weeping.
******
The chieftain had confirmed that within two months, Kashmala would receive
electricity lines, so in excitement, Roshaan and Zarbaat decided to prepare their land at the
edge of Kashmala for crops. Roshaan had asked the manual workers to dig the well at least 10
feet deep but they had left before finishing the task. Roshaan needed the well to be ten feet
deep since he had already asked the people who owned the drilling machine to come tomorrow
with their machinery and dig a hole in the well and fix the pipes for water. Zarbaat Khan took
his wife and mother to Dera-Ismail Khan around the same time since his wife was ill and had
another premature delivery. So, the responsibility of digging up the well and fixing the pipes
fell on Roshaan’s shoulder.
Armaghaan was not convinced that they could dig the well further on their own in the
late afternoon, but he went along his father to their land in Dashta, where they had already built
four walls around the well and a room inside it for sleeping and keeping their spades, hoes,
rakes, and a wheelbarrow. The workers had dug a large portion during the day but once their
time limit was reached, they had left. His father climbed down into the well and started digging
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the well further down. Armaghaan, being thin-armed and young, had difficulty pulling up the
dirt-filled buckets which Roshaan filled at the bottom of the well.
After a while, a bucket slipped from Armaghaan’s hand as it was too heavy and shocked
Roshaan as it crashed beside him and toppled the lamp too, which he hung from a rope.
Roshaan cursed Armaghaan while Armaghaan kissed and rubbed his chaffed hands. Roshaan
climbed up from the well and asked Armaghaan that he must go down and fill a few more
buckets and then they would be ready for the boring machine. Armaghaan was afraid of wells
although boys of his age could go down into the wells easily. He asked his father if the workers
could do it the following morning since the evening was settling in. Roshaan insisted that they
had done a little more. Armaghaan was on the verge of tears as his father made him sit in the
larger bucket and suspended him into the well along with the lamp. Once he reached the bottom,
he took the spade and began digging the dirt and filling the buckets. After a few buckets, he
found the soil quite soft and saw that the well was not as frightening as he had imagined. He
filled more than a dozen buckets which his father pulled up faster and they were done with the
job. In the end, he sat in the bucket and his father pulled him up along the lamp. Once he
reached up, both the father and son started cleaning the ground from the soil around the well
to make space for the machines tomorrow.
Over the following week, the boring machine kept digging below but to their
disappointment, they didn’t find any of the underground water veins. There was also a rumor
that the electric lines might be delayed since a few families had objected to letting the
government fix the electric poles in their gardens. Zarbaat and Roshaan decided to close the
well for the time being and wait until the electric poles conflict was resolved.
******
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CHAPTER NINE

Sohraab came running and prancing through the main gate of their house and tarried a
moment near the apricot tree to kill a wasp that hovered above the water puddle from the last
night's rain. He shouted Armaghaan’s name, but the rooms remained silent. A white hen came
out of the clay-made coop and cackled after laying its egg. He hastened to the garden, yelling
Armaghaan’s name aloud, but couldn’t find him.
“Why are you calling him?” Shandana asked.
Sohraab saw Shandana squatting close to the hind legs of the cow and milking it under
the mulberry tree, whose one branch was torn off by a lightning strike a week ago.
“Nothing,” Sohraab lied.
He wanted to show Armaghaan the newly born puppies in Shereen’s broken house.
“He has gone to bring grass,” Shandana said.
“From where?”
“Why are you asking?” She asked and then, added, “The neighbors had sent a girl
saying that the two of you beat one of their boys. Why do the two of you prowl around the
village like rabid dogs looking for trouble only?”
Sohraab walked closer and could see that Shandana had tied a scarf around her head,
which she usually did to ease her chronic headache.
“Na,” Sohraab softened down, his excitement dwindling about the puppies when he
saw how furious Shandana was.
Momentarily, he wanted to run back and reach for those puppies first as he feared
someone else might take them away because he wanted to bring them to their garden, but he
also wanted to justify himself and explain why did they beat up the kid.
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“We did not beat him like that. We were sitting in the garden, making boats from reed
sticks. Armaghaan saw him sitting on the fence wall and plucking apples. He had told other
boys that he had been plucking our apples and nobody could catch him or stop him. I pulled
him by his shalwar, while he tried to jump back on the other side. His shalwar came down and
we saw his buttocks,” Sohraab laughed as he came close enough and rubbed the fur of the cow.
The cow shook its head, making the bell around its neck jingle. He wished he did not
mention the scene about buttocks though he found it funny.
“Do not tell me your tales. Armaghaan is not going with you. He is fetching fodder for
the cattle. No more going to the mountains. Either you will fall off some cliff or be beaten by
boys,” Shandana said and resumed milking the cow.
“But we did not beat him. He fell from the tree and hurt his hands and knee. Armaghaan
gave him two apples and kicked him in the ass. Not very harshly. He cried but we did not beat
him like boys beat,” Sohraab said, lowering his voice further as if almost begging.
The cow nodded its head again, shaking off the flies from its eyes, and the bell clinked
with a single beat in firm disapproval. Shandana did not answer back and went on squeezing
the pink udders with both hands, squirting the milk into the tin bucket.
******
Armaghaan came out of home, sullen, with a jute sack and a scythe. He went out
through the garden door and sat on a stone, on the verge of tears. Earlier in the morning,
Shandana had a severe headache, when the neighbor’s daughter came complaining about the
boys. It drove her furious and she abused her son without restraint. She cursed him for beating
the boy and told him that if he continued in his rowdy ways, he would soon let people fuck
him. Shandana had inherited her vicious tongue from her family, who uttered nasty things even
when they showed affection and they did the latter rarely. He kept sitting there for a good while
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as if his mother’s rebuke had tied his feet to the ground. Then, he heard his mother talking to
Reshama in the garden and he went away running, rubbing his eyes.
Armaghaan walked along the ridges of the cornfields, which stood erect with their cobs
under green layers of husk and covered with the white tooth. The late summer afternoon
crawled in, and shadows stretched further, and the golden tassels of the corn rocked softly.
Armaghaan thought of stealing a few cobs on the way back, but he remembered his mother’s
fury and wondered that he would need to cook them in the garden, away from his mother’s
eyes. On the other side of the field, close to the lone mulberry tree, as Armaghaan drew close,
he saw a young boy sitting in Mamad’s lap. Armaghaan turned back but Mamad shouted after
him. He turned back and was about to duck down among the corn when Mamad shouted after
him again and called him by name.
“Come here,” Mamad shrieked.
Armaghaan turned around, holding the sack and scythe in his hands, and saw that the
young boy was now sitting beside Mamad, not in his lap.
“You called me ‘broken leg’ that day while hiding in your Mulberry tree,” Mamad
asked.
A few days back, Armaghaan called him ‘broken leg’, while sitting hidden in the leafcovered Mulberry tree in their garden, under which Shandana tied the cow. Mamad’s leg wasn’t
broken but he walked with a jolt since he burnt his legs after spilling oil from the lamp on
himself accidentally and thus burning himself by mistake a few years ago. Mamad was also
known for courting young boys and sharing his stories of exploits with pride. He had also told
Armaghaan several times before that his father liked boys and twice taunted him before others
near the Godar Stream that Armaghaan's father was courting the most beautiful boy in
Kashmala. Armaghaan didn’t believe him right away, but he did consider the possibility since
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his father didn’t come home often and stayed with his friends. Also, from a young age, he
remembered that his father used to be with these young men all the time and the whole idea
made him feel ashamed. He couldn’t even complain or ask his father or beat up Mamad since
he was older, so he called him names one day from a tree across the wall when he saw Mamad
walking. Armaghaan assumed that day that Mamad wouldn’t be able to recognize him but then
again, their family had only two young boys: Armaghaan and Sohraab and Mamad could guess
that it was Armaghaan and Armaghaan regretted too his foolish name-calling.
Armaghaan lowered his eyes and did not say anything, baffled by the fear of getting
beaten and also surprised by seeing a young boy sitting in Mamad’s lap. Mamad jerked his
placket and asked him again as if to knock off from his head, what he had seen a little before.
Mamad asked the boy to bring his iron chain, which he carried around, threatening the young
boys with. The boy picked up a chain from the grass where they were sitting, and asked,
“Snooty, why did you call me names? Now if I beat you, then, I would be blamed.” Mamad
left Armaghaan’s placket and asked him that he would not beat him, but he mustn’t tell
anybody. Armaghaan shook his head in approval and walked off hastily without looking back
and was surprised that even someone shameless as Mamad feared being talked about like that.
Armaghaan knew that he would have got beaten up but seeing the boy in his lap somehow
saved him. He remembered again what Mamad had said about his father and felt how the rumor
about his father’s love for boys had already spread in his heart and he had to act before his
father henceforth as if he didn’t know that he knew.
******
Armaghaan reached Baraam’s home and hesitated to go inside with the peculiar shyness
of young boys. He knocked on the door thrice.
“Who is there?” Nasreena asked, coming towards the iron gate.
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Confused about what to do, Armaghaan showed in his head as he failed to utter his
name.
“It is you; you have so grown elder now. You would not come inside our house,” she
said jubilantly.
Then, she shouted towards her mother, Qawtana, who was squeezing water from the
dripping clothes on the rope, which stretched between the pillars in their veranda.
“Shandana’s son has come. Veil yourselves, young women,” Nasreena said, laughing,
and took Armaghaan by the hand towards the veranda and asked him about the sack, scythe,
and tea together, without letting him answer.
Armaghaan was embarrassed and could feel ants running under his skin and biting too.
Qawtana, came over, her face brimming with a smile, and she disheveled Armaghaan’s hair
with her wet hand and said that she had been missing his mother for several weeks. She also
complained that he never came to see her though she loved him and would have given him
apples and persimmon. Surprised by her affection, Armaghaan felt embarrassed further as if he
had done a wrong and hastened to excuse himself.
“My mother doesn’t allow me to go anywhere,” He lied.
Qawtana had three daughters: Nasreena, Ghazala, and Malalai. Ghazala was two years
older than Armaghaan and Malalai was born a few months after Armaghaan. Nasreena was
probably of the same age as Zarsanga but since the families didn’t remember when the children
were born, they guessed their ages by how tall and old they usually looked. Occasionally, a
mother or an aunt would remember who was born after whom and in which weather and what
major accident had happened in those months, and so on.
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Nasreena and her mother escorted him to the grass patch near the kitchen room, which
was shadowed by the mud wall, and asked him to sit there. Ghazala returned from the garden
and said,
“I looked everywhere. She is not in the garden. I didn’t look inside the well. I fear
looking inside them, but I screamed her name, and she didn’t say anything.”
She sat down and poured herself a cup of tea. Armaghaan was confused about why
would she scream into the well and ask if someone was there.
“What happened?” Armaghaan asked.
“We have an insane sister. Last week, she stayed at somebody else’s house for the
wedding feast. That family is not related to us. She didn’t ask anybody, and we searched
everywhere as far as the graveyard, fearing that someone has abducted her or what,” Nasreena
continued after a cough, “Today, she gave away one of my hens to her tiny friend. If I find her,
I am going to pull all her hair out and then, make her bring the hen back,” Nasreena said.
“Do not cry now. The girl brought the hen back,” Qawtana reprimanded her daughter.
Nasreena poured tea for Armaghaan, holding the warm handle in her dupatta. Ghazala
said that she was done looking for her everywhere and she does not care if someone took her
away and maybe that would teach her a lesson.
“May your mouth fill with mud,” Qawtana said.
Armaghaan could sense that the two elder sisters were very angry with their younger
sister, but the mother took a stand on the latter’s behalf. He also remembered how she had tried
a few years ago to steal his rabbits.
“Can you climb the rooms? If you could see her on the roof. She might be hiding there,”
Qawtana asked.
“They took the ladder a week ago. How would she climb the roof?” Ghazala said.
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“You do not know her. She is a monster. I saw her last week climbing with the
grapevines. She is worse than a cat,” Nasreena said.
Armaghaan got up, asking where the grapevines were so that he could climb the
rooftop. Qawtana asked him to take tea first, but he was already excited at the prospect of being
useful at somebody else’s home. Armaghaan left his scythe and the jute sack on the grass patch
forgot his earlier embarrassment and went on to climb the roof with the vines. He pulled himself
easily, holding the hanging branches, and reached the top of the roof.
“Is she there?” Nasreena asked.
Armaghaan walked to the shady corner on the farther end and found Malalai sleeping
on the bare and her hair powdered in clay. There were two toothless cobs lying beside her,
which seemed to have been eaten recently. Armaghaan pushed her shoulder gently and asked
her to wake up. Her eyes tremored momentarily but she went on pretending to be asleep. He
went to the fringes of the roof and told Nasreena that she was not waking up. Nasreena told
him that she feared lizards.
“There is a lizard behind you. Wake up,” Armaghaan lied and laughed.
Malalai jumped up and sat down readily, looking up at him, with one eye closed, trying
to see who could dare frighten her. Armaghaan came close and saw a little grass spider trying
desperately to make its way through her unkempt hair. He pulled it out and showed it to
Malalai.
“Your ears have grown quite small,” she said to Armaghaan.
“What?” Armaghaan asked.
She stood up, moved close to his ear, and said loudly, “I said your ears are quite small.
That is why you can’t hear everything,” Malalai said in a sober tone.
“I heard you the first time,” Armaghaan said.
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Qawtana shouted from the courtyard, “Ask her to come down. I will not rebuke her.”
“But I will pull her hair”, Nasreena promised.
“You will not even touch her,” Qawtana defended Malalai again.
Both Armaghaan and Malalai slid down the grapevines, washed their hands, and sat on
the grass patch to take tea.
“Do you know me?” Malalai asked Armaghaan.
“She is our crazy sister. You must have heard of her. We do not let her go out,”
Nasreena said.
Malalai pushed her little shoe towards the cup sitting before Nasreena on the floor, and
it turned over, with steamy anger rising from the spilled tea.
“Did you see it?” Nasreena asked her mother, laughing and annoyed.
“You are not a child,” Qawtana rebuked her eldest daughter.
In the family banter, Armaghaan took a hot sip of tea, which burnt his tongue, but he
kept sitting there, refusing to react and embarrass himself.
After having finished their tea, the sisters occupied themselves with sewing and cooking
food, except Malalai, whom Qawtana sent to the garden with Armaghaan to show him the plot,
from where he could cut the alfalfa grass. Armaghaan walked behind her silently, chewing his
burnt tongue, through the door. Armaghaan sat down in the corner of the plot and commenced
cutting the grass with the scythe, in an awkward way. Malalai stood there, observing, and
laughed after a while. He looked up as if he had done something wrong. She took the scythe
from him and showed him how to hold the sprigs in his fist and pull the scythe under them.
She continued cutting the grass, even after showing it to him.
“Do you have a djin?” Armaghaan asked with a straight face.
She stopped, turned around, and looked at him.
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“My mother said that you were a little bit crazy,” Armaghaan clarified.
“Do you still have worms? My mother said that they made you drink clay oil to cure
you,” She threw down the scythe and left.
She disappeared into the garden and did not go home. Almost when Armaghaan was
finished cutting the grass and was filling the jute sack, she reappeared with the root of a thorny
plant that looked like a carrot but was white.
“Have you eaten these?” Malalai asked.
“No, I am not a goat?” Armaghaan said.
“These taste very good. Take this one,” She handed over to him a root, pilled with hands
already. While Armaghaan was about to leave the garden, with the sack, which she helped load
onto his little back, she asked,
“Do you still have those rabbits?”
Armaghaan nodded his head.
******
Although Armaghaan didn’t want to be the one bringing grass for the cattle they had
plowed their garden and besides, Armaghaan enjoyed spending time with Malalai and her
family. One day, while Armaghaan was walking home, carrying the jute sack on his back, he
took the longer route and decided to go by the grassy ground near the Godar Stream where his
father spent time with his friends whenever he came to Kashmala. Roshaan hadn’t turned up at
home for days and Armaghaan was curious if his father might be there. Once he reached close
to the grassy ground, he saw two men from distance and as he went closer, he recognized that
one of them was his father and the other was a young boy about whom Armaghaan had heard
Mamad talking. His heart sank as he got closer but instead of going and talking to his father,
he walked by without paying attention until his father called after him.
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“What are you doing here,” he asked, “What’s that?” Roshaan added.
“I was bringing grass for the cattle,” Armaghaan pointed towards Qawtana’s house
without naming her.
“But why walk such a long way? It must be heavy,” Roshaan asked.
“There were boys in the fields, and we had fought before,” Armaghaan lied to justify
himself.
“Okay, go home and don’t fight with boys,” Roshaan said.
“Will you come home tonight?” Armaghaan asked.
Roshaan got up and came close to him, handing him a few pennies so that he could buy
himself peanuts from the village shop.
“No. Do not wander around uselessly and do not tell your mother at home that I was
here,” Roshaan said.
Armaghaan knew that his father didn’t want him to tell his mother that he was in
Kashmala and yet not coming home but he was relieved anyway and had no intention of telling
his mother.
Armaghaan couldn’t forget what he saw near the Godar Stream and began avoiding
going to places where Mamad might be or any of the other elder boys who could tease him
about his father. A week later, he overheard his mother and Reshama talking in their garden
about Roshaan. While Shandana doubted her husband and shared what her brother had said
about him, Reshama reassured her that Roshaan just enjoyed staying with his friends and was
old enough not to bother with boys. Though his parents couldn’t resolve their fights or talk
about everything, Armaghaan involuntarily became privy to a secret that brought him shame
although it wasn’t his burden to carry.
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In the Autumn, one afternoon, when the weather had already turned cold and there was
very little grass left to cut, Armaghaan reached home and saw his mother gathering the dry
clothes from the clothesline in the garden in panic. She asked him to leave the sack inside the
cattle room, change his clothes, and walk him to her parents’ house. He didn’t want to go there
because he used to get bored there. Besides, his father had asked him to avoid going there as
he might end up learning the violent ways of that family.
“Why are we going so late in the afternoon?” Armaghaan asked.
His mother didn’t reply and went inside her room to change her clothes. Zarsanga was
sitting in the kitchen, cooking tortillas on the stove. Armaghaan asked her what had happened.
“Gulbadin has shot someone. They don’t know if the man died or is only wounded,”
Shandana said.
Armaghaan’s expressions changed, and his heart rippled against his rib cage. He wanted
to excuse himself from going with his mother, but he also knew that she wouldn’t listen to him
and force him anyway. He wanted to have an excuse but then he knew that there was nobody
else to escort her and he had to go along even if he didn’t want to. He changed his clothes, and
with a sullen face, he walked before his mother in the evening, while the breeze billowed his
mother’s Burqa behind.
Upon reaching there, Armaghaan saw that his aunts and other relatives, especially the
women had gathered in the house. There was a general air of fear and expectation. The children
kept running around and making noise, oblivious to what was going on. His grandma, Sherenai,
was weeping, surrounded by her daughters, and complained now and asked if his son had
returned home yet or not.
******
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CHAPTER TEN

Shandana asked Armaghaan to take her embroidered clothes to her mother, while he
was taking the afternoon tea, and he promised that he would carry them before the sun went
down. He went down to the Godar Stream with Sohraab although Zarbaat Khan had asked them
not to go there and spend the day with the worst profligates of Kashmala. They did not find the
village boys along the stream but saw only a few women filling their buckets with water. It was
too late to go hunting for birds to the Dashta and besides, Armaghaan didn’t want to go back
home because he knew that his mother would send him to carry the clothes to her mother.
Sohraab went and asked a young girl where the boys had gone and she pointed across the grey
mountain and told him that Jima Khan, the chieftain, had slaughtered two cows over his son’s
wedding and arranged a feast. The boys knew that the streamside happened to be crowded
usually but that day they had gone to the feast.
Both Sohraab and Armaghaan went running up the zigzag path until their calves
tightened and began hurting. Once over the top, they went down faster and reached in time to
the guest rooms of Jima Khan where a crowd of men and boys had gathered. The fragrance of
pilaf spices and cooked meat coupled with the hum of conversation filled the air. The courtyard
in front of the guestrooms was filled with people grouped in fours and fives around the trays.
Some of them had already finished eating their share and had left the empty or half-filled trays
with bones and remaining pilaf.
The boys sat down and made two younger kids, whom they didn’t know sit with them
so that they would get a full tray. Armaghaan and Sohraab divided the meat on the tray among
themselves and told the younger kids that their time would come one day. Armaghaan gobbled
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up his share but Sohraab kept holding his piece as he usually saved meat from feasts like that
and carried it home to his mother. He had seen his father doing the same and his mother used
to love how he never forgot her. Once they had eaten to their full, Armaghaan and Sohraab left
with some of the other young boys from Kashmala and decided to go around a longer way,
climb the grey mountains on the farther end and then, return to the stream. Once they were out
of the village and close to the mountains, some of them started screaming, and soon they were
all running up the mountain. They were brimming with that passion of adolescence that drives
young people crazy.
Once they climbed the top, Armaghaan suggested that they roll down some boulders
down the mountain. Sohraab and a few others disagreed and said that what if they hurt someone
walking below but before they could stop, Armaghaan pushed a boulder down and it went
bouncing off the other stones, making an echo in the nearby mountains. The others insisted on
stopping Armaghaan and the two boys who were helping him push down larger boulders, but
Armaghaan would not be deterred. They pushed a couple of more boulders before they heard
baritone screams from below, someone asking them to stop rolling the boulders. As they went
above the mountain's rim a little further, they saw that Janaan was herding his cattle and one
of the boulders had hit one of his goats. Knowing that he committed what he did, Armaghaan
asked the boys not to name him and he ran away across the grey mountain, without stopping,
went down the zigzag path down towards the stream and kept looking backward if Janaan was
following him, crossed the stream and went straight to his maternal grandmother’s house. He
feared that Janaan might come after him to their house.
Close to his grandma’s house, Armaghaan rubbed his face, rearranged his hair with his
hands, and went into Sherenai’s house. She was surprised and asked that she was expecting
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some embroidered clothes from his mother, but he lied and said that the clothes were not ready
yet. She suspected that he must have done something awful but didn’t probe him further and
asked him if he had eaten his meal.
At night, while Armaghaan was taking tea with his grandma, Gulbadin came home. When he
saw Armaghaan, he said,
“I know what you did today.”
“What did he do?” Sherenai asked.
Armaghaan’s heart was beating and feared if he killed someone or hurt someone badly.
Gulbadin didn’t say and asked his mother to warm up his meal. Sherenai went out to the kitchen
to heat the lentils. Armaghaan took his tea in one gulp, climbed his bed, and pretended to have
gone to sleep although Sherenai called him to fill up the water jug for Gulbadin.
While pretending to be asleep, Armaghaan remembered how his father had asked him
not to go to his grandparents’ house, and especially after Gulbadin shot a man and wounded
him severely, Armaghaan had decided with himself not to visit their house anymore. But
somehow in the excitement and panic of the afternoon, the fear that he might have hurt
someone, and that he might be caught, he forgot that and remembered it now. He rubbed off
frightening thoughts by squeezing his closed eyes, turned his side, and went to sleep, hoping
that he would wake up tomorrow, and everything would be fine.
******
The following morning, while Sherenai cooked bread and gave it to Armaghaan,
Hajerra came through their gate, carrying a little bundle of the embroidered clothes. She
announced that Armaghaan had killed one of the shepherd’s goats although Armaghaan made
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faces at her, to stop her from saying it out loud. Sherenai said that she knew that he had done
something vile and that her son Gulbadin used to do the same. Armaghaan bent his head over
the tea and end up eating two tortillas, rubbed with butterfat, and took three cups of tea.
He went away with Hajerra without saying anything to Sherenai. Hajerra told him that
their father wouldn’t beat him and wanted to take him fishing. But Armaghaan was angry since
Hajerra was the only one in the family that he could vent his frustration on. Hajerra asked him
why he was not answering him, and he began walking faster and she couldn’t keep up. She
cried momentarily but then she gave up and walked behind him and saw him slowly growing
smaller in the morning sunlight, until he turned around a garden, and disappeared.
When Armaghaan reached home, he went looking for his mother, hoping that she might
save him from the beating. He was unusually scared because until then he had made little
mistakes and it was for the first time, he had killed a goat, and he didn’t know what kind of
punishment awaited him. Shandana didn’t show any anger and told him that his father had left
for the bazaar already. He assumed that his parents must have fought because usually, she went
into a pensive mood when she fought with Roshaan. It relieved him a little that in the fight
between his parents, his crime was submerged for the time being and maybe he wouldn’t be
punished as badly and besides, his father might not return home for several days.
******
A few days later, Zarbaat, Sohraab’s father, asks Armaghaan to go along with him to
the bazaar and go behind the cow, which they had decided to sell since she would not get
pregnant despite being shown to a village bull several times. Besides, Zarbaat told him that his
father wanted to see him. Since the goat accident, Armaghaan had been staying home mostly,
in the garden, not going out often, and though his immediate fear was relived, he knew that
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sooner or later, his father would confront him about what happened. He preferred that his father
confront him in the bazaar, where there would be very few chances of him getting beaten
physically as compared to inside the house or Kashmala.
He cut a stick from a willow tree and walked behind the cow while Zarbaat held the
rope and the three went across the path that led to Wana Bazaar through the graveyard and clay
hills in between. While climbing the clay hills, the cow showed some resistance, but
Armaghaan needed to hit the cow’s thighs once or twice to make the cow move forth. On the
way, Zarbaat asked him about Sohraab, about what he does usually, and Armaghaan, given the
unspoken promise between the children, lied where needed and convinced his father that he
was not fighting with the boys or wandering with the mean boys in Kashmala. Armaghaan
feared his uncle although the latter didn’t beat him usually unless the two had committed some
blunger together. The last time, he beat them was last year, when Zarbaat got to know that they
had stolen persimmons from one of the neighbors’ gardens. Zarbaat had been silent on the goat
accident, which meant he must have talked to his father about it, and Armaghaan looked
forward to that scary confrontation.
Upon reaching the bazaar, his uncle stayed in the Animal Mundi, and Armaghaan
walked from there to his father’s wood market alone. It stood among several other wood
markets on the corner of the bazaar near Mughal Khel Village. The air smelt of different types
of woods. His father was out but Marjan and Benyameen were taking tea there. They hugged
Armaghaan, asked him how tall he had grown, and ordered tea and Semolina for him from the
nearby tea shop.
Later, his father returned in a pickup truck with a net and other tools. He tousled his
hair and told him that he would take him fishing along with his friends. Roshaan didn’t allow
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him usually to accompany him when he was with his friends but today he was willing to take
him along. Roshaan told him that they would go to Shereena village, where Sangeen lived,
meet him, and then go fishing.
Around noon, they were ready and left for Shereena in the same pickup truck. He sat
beside his father’s friends in the back and enjoyed the cold breeze blowing as the truck ran
across the dirt road. There was no dust that day since it had rained excessively in the morning.
He assumed that his father must have forgotten about the goat accident.
******
Jeema Khan’s Garden had a large water pond, which received water from the nearby
Karez. In summers, many young boys came to swim and bathe in the pond all day long. The
floor of the pond was filled with mud. Once the boys would start jumping into the pond and
swimming in it, their feet would roil up brown mud from the bottom up, but the boys were
never deterred by the taste and color of the water. Most of them peed in the pond while
swimming and they knew it and assumed that they alone peed inside the pond, but the truth
was that almost everybody did, but it did not matter to them. On the margins of the pond,
several mulberry trees stood up. Some of their branches touched the water, while others raised
like a high platform from where the boys would jump with a somersault. The mulberry fruit
also fell into the pond, when it ripened and mixed with the color and taste of the pond.
Dragonflies flew around the pond and mosquitoes laid their eggs in the corner, which was
covered with weeds and the floor was too soft and mushy to play in.
Armaghaan climbed the Black Mulberry tree, which slanted above the pond and jumped
into the deeper area of the pond like a frog, limbs stretched to the extreme, and went inside,
emerging a few feet away with brown water running down his hair and trunk. In the corner of
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the pond, he saw two boys pushing Sohraab down into the water because he was afraid of
coming towards the deeper end. Armaghaan swam there, under the water and held the two boys
by their legs, and turned them up, until their heads went in, and came out sniffing and coughing
as the water went through their nostrils and asked them not to bother Sohraab.
One of the boys was displeased and asked,
“Is he your brother or what?”
Armaghaan came close into his face and said,
“Maybe he is. Do you want me to punch you in the face or not? I can do it.”
The displeased boy was taken away by his brother and they swam away, splashing water
with their legs. Armaghaan saw that Sohraab went back to the brink of the pond, dipping
himself to his knees in the water and looking around, embarrassed, and unable to make his
heart and jump into the water. Armaghaan could guess why Sohraab was afraid of waters.
About two years ago, one day Sohraab was crying because his mother Reshama had refused to
give him any jaggery to eat although he loved the sweet thing. Zarbaat Khan came home and
heard him crying mad and couldn’t bear the loud noise. Zarbaat Khan held his little son by his
hands like a broken branch of a tree and threw him into the middle of the pond in the garden.
Reshama went down in the water, while Sohraab flailed in the water and screamed until his
mother reached and held him up. Reshama took his wet son to the bottom of the garden and
the two sobbed together until Sohraab calmed down. Armaghaan felt better about his father
that day as he never punished him like that and harbored a profound fear of Zarbaat in the
weeks and months after he threw his son into the water until it turned into respect.
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Armaghaan took a few more somersaults and crashed into the water before realizing
that the pond water resembled almost chai tea. About a dozen other boys were also swimming
along with him, splashing water on each other, jumping from higher and higher branches in the
mulberry tree, and pushing each other’s heads into the water. Armaghaan’s back was red as if
it was thrashed or bitten by wasps as he sat on the grass, drying himself in the sun and the thin
layer of mud becoming slowly visible on his wheat-colored skin. Beside the pond, the rest of
the garden whizzed with sounds of insects and summer silence. The sun glowed viciously so
much so that the cattle and birds had moved to shade, opening their mouths and gasping out of
thirst. Armaghaan went to the water pipe and washed hastily. Then, he stood in the sunlight,
waiting for the heat to dry his clothes and fingering his ears as his hearing was stunted by water
going inside his ears. His head felt as if he was locked inside a drum filled with water. He saw
two boys going across the wall into the neighboring garden, which had many apricot trees.
Armaghaan went behind them, thinking that they were going to steal apricots.
When he crossed the wall and he helped himself down calmy, he couldn’t see them, but
he could hear their voice behind the wheat plots. He was confused about whether to call on
them and tell them that he also wanted to steal apricots or just follow them without making
noise. He went ahead, crawling on the goat path between two adjacent wheat plots, saving his
face from the sharp-edged leaves and spikes. When he reached the edge, before he could stand
up to look at the apricots, he saw that the two boys had taken their shalwars and the one was
sitting in the other’s lap. He receded fast and went back, climbing back over the wall. While
climbing the wall, he felt that his dick was getting hard but he brushed it off as if embarrassed.
Armaghaan saw that Sohraab was still sitting on the margin of the pond. He asked him
to wash up so that they could leave together before their parents would wake up from the noon
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siesta but Sohraab refused. Armaghaan told him that soon the bigger boys and men would come
for bathing and they would drown him in the pond but Sohraab seemed adamant about taking
a swim in the dirty pond and was taking his time before he could leap or maybe a gentle push
down the edge. Armaghaan told him angrily that he wouldn’t wait for him and left off alone,
still trying not to think of the boys humping each other in the summer noon.
Around his neck and ears, there were rings of dirt, which he couldn’t see. He ran across
the fields, losing his slipper, coming back to wear it again, and running once more. As people
slept in the summer noons due to the long days, the paths were deserted and the trees silent,
unwilling to budge and there was just the humming noise of insects in the wheat fields and
under apricot trees and grasses that seemed to take over the world like rot. Near a garden, he
heard a goat bleating and a little girl was crying before a house, while Armaghaan ran past. He
thought he would reach home before his mother Shandana would wake up and he would sneak
into his mother’s room, into his bed, and pretend to be asleep. He entered the house and closed
the main gate after himself slowly and walked to his mother’s room with a ghost’s footsteps.
The door was open, which was unfortunate, and his father was talking and abusing in a loud
voice. He heard his mother crying, less loud. He retraced his steps slowly and went out through
the garden door. Under the willow trees, Hajerra was sitting with her head buried between his
hands and knees. Armaghaan heard her sobbing slowly as he came close. She gathered herself
and stopped crying but she didn’t lift her head and tried to dry her tears with her shirt.
Armaghaan came close, forced her hands, and put his hand around his eyes.
“Amaan ye, you smell of the pond’s dirt still”, She said.
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They used to play this game where one would put hands on someone’s eyes and
wouldn’t say a word and the other would try to recognize the person by touching the hands. He
unclasped his hands from her eyes and asked,
“Has Pola beaten mother?” He sat opposite to her in the shade.
She looked down, her eyes reddened, and nodded her head.
“Why are you crying then? Did he beat you too?” He asked.
She looked up, locked eyes with him, and then buried her head in her lap.
“Tell me, I will tickle you”, Armaghaan said.
He turned his head down on one side as he felt water in his ears from his swimming in
the dirty pond. A few drops of water came out from his ears and then he shook his head
forcefully to make sure that he didn’t feel anything inside.
“Go and ask them,” she said, visibly irritated.
Armaghaan got up and climbed the sterile apricot tree, which had its branches crossing
above the boundary wall. Up there, he stretched himself between three branches, with his back
supported, and made meaningless sounds, pretending to be talking in some unheard-of
language. Hajerra kept sitting there, her head between her knees and scribbling with a twig on
the dry ground.
After a while, Armaghaan heard the garden’s wooden door rattle close and saw his
father walking out between the leaves. Roshaan asked Hajerra why was she sitting there and
asked about Armaghaan.
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“I am in the tree,” Armaghaan called to his father, while Hajerra remained silent and
kept playing with the mud.
“Let’s go to the shop. I will buy you peanuts,” Roshaan said.
Armaghaan came down the tree fast like a monkey and grazed his hand against the hard
and rough bark. He wet the scratch with his tongue and asked Hajerra to get up, but she
wouldn’t and then told her that she wouldn’t ask him for peanuts later. He ran towards his
father and the two went out of the garden.
When he returned from the shop alone, he came to the kitchen with the peanuts. Inside
the kitchen, the sparrows were fighting and pecking each other. The fire ashes were dead in the
stove and the tea kettle sat cold on the wooden shelf. He knew that mother hadn’t made the tea
yet. He went and sat on the charpoy in front of his mother’s room and waited without eating
the peanuts until Shandana made tea and Hajerra returned from the garden. When his mother
filled the cups for them and herself, he took out the peanuts and offered them to his mother and
sister too. He began eating a few peanuts before sips of tea and they tasted delicious together.
Shandana said that she doesn’t eat them because they get stuck in her tooth but asked Hajerra
to eat them. She refused to. Armaghaan felt embarrassed, knowing that Pola beat his mother
and Hajerra cried, and he was eating the peanuts Pola bought him and they refused to eat them.
He ate them alone because he wanted to, but he didn’t enjoy them as much as he expected to.
By the time they finished tea, Zarsanga came running, asking Armaghaan if someone
beat Sohraab up.
“No… I don’t know,” He looked at his mother and seemed startled.
“He didn’t go swimming in that pond with you,” Zarsanga asked.
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“He did but I returned without swimming, and he didn’t want to come with me,” He
said.
He thought that the lie about not swimming would disappoint his mother a little less.
Shandana took his slipper and hit him hard, and he took the blows on his hand and stood up to
get away from his mother who was still sitting.
“Why are you beating me up?” Armaghaan asked.
“Don’t we see the grey dirt lines around your ears and neck?” Shandana said.
She didn’t run after him, as usual, to punish him more.
“Sohraab just returned home and refused to eat and went to bed. My mother wanted to
know if someone beat him up,” Zarsanga said.
In the evening, when Armaghaan went to see Sohraab in his mother’s room, he found
out that nobody had beaten him, but he vomited the egg he ate, and he was feverish.
The End
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